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Abstract
For retailing companies an everlasting challenge lies in assuring enough supply to meet the demand.
Retailers in the fashion industry struggle to satisfy a more and more demanding consumer. So is Athletic
Sportswear, the world’s largest supplier and manufacturer of athletic shoes, apparel and sports
equipment. In order to keep ahead of the competition, it is crucial to provide new and innovative products
each season. These products have to be offered in store on time, in the right quantity of the right sizes.
This research focuses on how Athletic Sportswear is trying to get these things done right and on how
Athletic Sportswear can improve the decision making regarding customer order fulfilment. A new method
is proposed where real-time sales order data, obtained after the first customer order moment took place,
is used to predict the sizes for the remaining customer demand. Currently, Athletic Sportswear uses data
from the previous selling season to decide what sizes reflect the demand. Moreover, policies regarding
Athletic Sportswear purchase order cancelations and changes are revised. These policies were
implemented in a new tool that aims to improve the buying accuracy and maximize profit.
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Management Summary
The research was carried out at Athletic Sportswear EHQ, this location serves consumers for geographic
locations Europe, Middle East, Eastern Europe and Africa (EMEA). Within the EMEA location, the Supply
& Inventory Planning department is further investigated. Moreover, the Men’s sport sub category lies
within the scope of the project.
Problem statement
This research focuses on the challenges Athletic Sportswear faces in timely and correctly fulfilling
customer demand. A measure to assess this performance is defined as buying accuracy, which reflects
how well the supply matches with the demand. When too much is ordered, and the demand is less than
expected, the result will be excess inventory. If on the other hand insufficient supply was realized to meet
the demand, lost sales are inevitable. Profit maximization can be achieved by narrowing the gap between
supply and demand. The supply is defined as the quantity created on Purchase Orders (POs) by Athletic
Sportswear and the demand as the quantity ordered on Sales Orders (SOs) by customers. Ordering too
much is mainly caused by customer order cancelations and issues that are related with inaccurate sizes.
In the figure below is presented how each of these relate to the total Purchase Order creation for both
EMEA and the Men’s Sport category in season Fall 2017.
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Figure 1 Total PO creation split EMEA and Men’s Sport in season Fall 2017

The ratio of having coverage issues and excess inventory is depicted in the figure below.
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Figure 2 Coverage and excess inventory issues for EMEA and Men’s Sport in season Fall 2017

The research question is the foundation of this Master Thesis Project and is based on the challenges
regarding these issues:
“How can S&IP increase customer order fulfilment compared to the current situation by improving
purchase order policies after the first customer order moment while maximizing profit?”
Purchase order policies consider actions S&IP can take regarding customer order fulfilment.
[III]

Proposed adjustments
The research proposes a new method to determine what sizes to buy from what style and color
combination and when. First the quantity to buy of a style and color combination is calculated. This is
done by taking the Total Seasonal Forecasted demand for that style and color provided by Demand
Planning department then subtracting the open Purchase Orders (i.e. the Purchase Orders at the factory
(A) and in transit to the distribution center (B)) and the Inventory on Hand (C). These components can be
presented as shown in the figure below:

Figure 3 Purchase Orders in the supply chain

To obtain the quantity at size level the Purchase Order quantity at style/color level is multiplied with the
corresponding size percentage for the Order moment in question. This size percentage is calculated based
on the Sales Orders received until then. And should provide a real-time reflection of the customer demand
at size level. Where the current method calculates this based on sales data from the same season last
year, and therefore not real-time.
Moreover, adjustments are made to the Purchase Order cancelation policy that allows cancelation of
Purchase Orders that were created longer than three Order moments ago. Therefore, cancelation at
higher costs becomes possible, but could imply profit maximization when cancelling Orders of larger
quantities, instead of smaller Orders at lower cost.
Purchase Order changes are used to adapt the Purchase Order quantity in such a way that it matches with
the Sales Order quantity, which is the customer demand.
Analysis and results
The adjustments to the Purchase Order policies were implemented and tested for season Fall 2017 to see
if improvements can be realised. First the new size percentages are compared with the current size
percentages, the results are presented in the figure below:
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The new policies are used to calculate the total end of season quantity of the Purchase Orders and
compared to the total end of season quantity of the Sales Orders to check how the two methods differ:
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Conclusion
The overall conclusion of the research is that the proposed Purchase Order policy adjustments lowered
the excess inventory at the cost of a slight increase in lost sales. These adjustments can be seen as a way
for S&IP to improve the customer order fulfilment after OED1 while maximizing profit since supply
matches closer with the demand. This conclusion is drawn upon the findings for the Men’s Sport category
and indicates possible improvements for other categories as well.
Recommendations
-

Athletic Sportswear should better use Sales Order data received at the first customer order
moment since this a predictor for the sizes of the remaining customer demand.

-

Gather information to give a concrete indication for the profit that can be achieved when
introducing the new policies. This includes holding costs, discount prices, product margins, and
time required to carry out Purchase Order cancelations.

-

To potentially lower the number of cancelations required, awareness of responsibility for the early
size curves in Demand Planning should be created. If set up properly, no additional Purchase Order
cancelations or changes are required to correct those Purchase Orders, which lowers the
workload on the S&IP department, and maximizes profit.
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Introduction
The conduction of this Master Thesis Project was the concluding part of my Master Operations
Management & Logistics at the Eindhoven University of Technology. My Master Thesis Project was
performed at Athletic Sportswear EHQ, the headquarters for geographic locations Europe, Middle East,
Eastern Europe and Africa.

The supervisors of the project were Simme Douwe Flapper (first supervisor, TU/e), Zümbül Atan (second
supervisor, TU/e) and Yvonne (Athletic Sportswear). The third assessor is Shaunak Dabadghao (TU/e).

Athletic Sportswear would like to gain a deeper understanding of the issues they encounter when trying
to fulfil the customer demand after the first order entry deadline passed. The reason behind this, is that
the Supply & Inventory Planning department experiences that not always sufficient amount of product of
the right size is available to meet all the sales orders. Key performance indicators like coverage of
customer demand and excess inventory reflect how well Athletic Sportswear is able to do so. With Athletic
Sportswear’s new Consumer Direct Offense strategy, it became even more important to deliver products
in time to the retailing customer, to make sure the consumer can buy the desired product. On the other
hand, a mismatch between supply and demand can cause excess inventory. The ultimate goal is to have
the right size available at the right moment. The aim of this research is to aid Athletic Sportswear in
improving their buying accuracy and maximizing profit.
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Abbreviations
(exact definition can be found in the glossary)

Abbreviation
AF
BE
BL
BRF
CA
CDO
COI
CRD
CXL
DC
DP
DRS
DSM
EHQ
EMEA
F
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FTW
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GTM
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MAD
MMX
OED 1,2,3
PA
PDP
PIFOT
PO
SIM
TY/LY

Term
Assortment Finalization
Built Early
Built Late
Buy Review File
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Consumer Direct Offence
Close-out inventory
Customer request date
Cancelation
Distribution Center
Demand planner
Direct Shipment
Demand supply match
European Headquarters
Europe, Middle East, and Africa
Futures
Forecast alignment
First order date
Footwear
Goods at consolidator
Go to market meeting
Holiday season
Inventory planner
Material availability date
Merch MAN X
Order entry deadline
Purchasing analyst
Period distribution profile
Planning in full on time
Purchase order
Seasonal integration meeting
This Year/Last Year
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List of variables
Variable
Cancelation cost per pair
Color
CRD(i)
̂ (season)(style,color)
D
Inv. on Hand(style,color) (O(x))
Lead time
O(x)
OED(i)
Open PO(style,color) (O(x))
Purchase Order (PO)
PO(style,color) (O(i))
PO(style,color) (O(x))
POchange(style,color,size) (O(x))
Q
Sales Order (SO)
Season Quantity (style,color,size)
Size
Size(style,color,size) %
SO(style,color) (O(i))
SO(style,color,size) (O(x))
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Total PO(style,color) (O(x))
Total SO(style,color) (O(x))
Total Season Quantity (style,color,size)

Description
The total cancel cost per pair for approving Purchase Order
cancelation
Shoe color
Customer Request Date with i=1,2,3, moment when
customer orders are delivered
Total Seasonal Demand Forecast as provided by Demand
Planning at OED1
Inventory on Hand in pairs of shoes of a specific style and
color at Order moment x
The time between ordering at factory and delivery at the
customer
Order moment x with x=1,...,8
Order Entry Deadline with i=1,2,3, moment when customers
have to place Sales Orders with Athletic Sportswear
Total pairs of shoes on a Purchase Order of a specific style
and color before Order moment x but not yet received
Order for pairs of shoes placed at the factory
Purchase Order quantity of the Purchase Order created at
Order moment i but not yet received
Purchase Order for the quanity in pairs of shoes to order of a
certain style and color at the factory at Order moment x
The composition of the Purchase Order change at Order
moment x
Equilibrium where cancelation costs meet the cost involved
of not cancelling a Purchase Order
Customer order for pairs of shoes bought from Athletic
Sportswear
Pairs sold for all similar styles and colors in a specific size in
the same season last year
Shoe size
Percentage of the total pairs of shoes sold of a certain style,
color in a specific size
Sales Order quantity of the Sales Order received at Order
moment i
Sales Order for the quantity in pairs of shoes of specific style,
color, and size at Order moment x
Shoe model
Total Purchase Orders of specific style and color created at
Order moment x
Total Sales order quantity of specific style and color at Order
moment x
Total quantity sold in the same previous season for all similar
styles, colors and size
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Chapter 1. Company introduction and problem statement
1.1.

Athletic Sportswear

Athletic Sportswear is known as the world’s leading company in design, development, marketing and
selling of athletic footwear, apparel equipment, accessories, and services. The Athletic Sportswear brand
product offerings concern different categories, including: Running, Basketball, Global Football (Soccer),
Training, Golf and Tennis, and Young Athletes. Athletic Sportswear was founded by Phil Knight and Bill
Bowerman. Of which the latter one was the legendary track and field coach of the University of Oregon
and training Phil Knight at that time. Athletic Sportswear’s mission statement "To bring inspiration and
innovation to every athlete in the world." comes from a quote from Bill Bowerman, "If you have a body,
you are an athlete." Initially, the business was called “Blue Ribbon Sports”, but the name was changed to
Athletic Sportswear later and refers to the Greek goddess of victory. Athletic Sportswear is also well
known for supporting top athletes for promoting brand products and solidifying the world-famous Swoosh
logo and the slogan “Just Do it” (Reference for Business, 2018).
Today, Athletic Sportswear employs about 74,400 people worldwide and drives its growth strategy by
continuously searching for new and innovative products, which is reflected in revolutionary shoes and
apparel designs. But also creating new opportunities and services is what makes them stay ahead in the
game. An example of this is Athletic Sportswear’s Triple Double strategy, two times innovation, two times
speed and two times direct connections with consumers. This strategy makes Athletic Sportswear act
more aggressively in an ever-growing digital marketplace and delivering product faster than ever. These
changes fuel the shift from a classic futures based model, where products are usually ordered five to six
months ahead, to a Consumer Direct Offense model. “The future of sport will be decided by the company
that obsesses the needs of the evolving consumer,” said Mark Parker, Athletic Sportswear Chairman,
President, and CEO (Athletic Sportswear, 2017).

1.2.

Problem statement

In supply chain management, demand forecasting is of great importance. At Athletic Sportswear, the
demand forecast is leading and drives the initial buying of products at the factory, in order to fulfil
customer demand. The customer is the retailer that buys Athletic Sportswear footwear that will be sold
to the consumer in their stores. A challenge lies in making a good trade-off between completely covering
customer demand and holding excess inventory. Athletic Sportswear defines this as buying accuracy:
𝐵𝑢𝑦𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =

𝐷𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 𝑐𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑠
=
× 100%
𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑦
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 𝑁𝑖𝑘𝑒

(1)

Currently this still provides room for improvement at Athletic Sportswear, since they experience issues
with customer order fulfilment and want to lower the number of products sold at a discount price. Athletic
Sportswear has realized that a profit maximization can be achieved by improving the buying accuracy.
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For season Fall 2017, an analysis was made to create an overview of what impact these issues have. Since
Athletic Sportswear buys based on forecasts, therefore important that the total Purchase Order amount
should roughly equal this forecast, and hence also the customer orders. Most of the time Athletic
Sportswear ends up buying more than required to meet the actual customer demand due to several
reasons, including customer cancelations around 10 percent, size discrepancies or hitting the production
minimum imposed by the factory.
In the figure below the cancelation rates of Sales Orders per season are presented for Fall 17 until Fall 18.
Footwear

Season cancelation rate

Fall 17

11.9%

Holiday 17

12.4%

Spring 18

11.7%

Summer 18

12.7%

Fall 18

12.1%

Figure 5 Customer cancelation rate per season

The customer cancelation rate is calculated with the following formula:
𝐶𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑠 𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 𝑐𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑠
=
× 100%
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑠 𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 𝑐𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑠

(2)

In order to deal with the cancelling of Sales Orders by customers, Athletic Sportswear is able to cancel
Purchase Orders with the factory. This Athletic Sportswear cancelation rate is calculated with the
following formula:
𝐶𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 =

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑠 𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 𝐴𝑆
× 100%
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑠 𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 𝐴𝑆

(3)

During season Fall 2017, EMEA cancelled 1.5M pairs of shoes, over a total of roughly 34M pairs. Resulting
in a Athletic Sportswear cancelation rate of 4.4% for the season.
All product categories combined, EMEA faced a surplus 1.9M pairs of shoes. About 600K pairs of shoes
were ordered too much by Athletic Sportswear due to the seasonal customer cancelations. The remaining
amount of 1.3M pairs of this surplus was caused by either solving size discrepancy issues or ordering extra
to reach the required production minimum. The surplus to hit the production minimums are assumed to
be negligible. The explanation is that Demand Planners would raise the forecast to the production
minimum on request, when the planned to buy quantity nearly matches the production minimum, i.e. not
more than several hundreds.
An additional reason why Demand Planners would raise the forecast considers brand defining shoes that
Athletic Sportswear wants to go on the market. Only a few shoe styles are considered as such each season.
Size discrepancy issues imply Purchase Order creation necessary to supply missing sizes, or wrongly
ordered sizes, while the total Purchase Order volume matched with the Sales Orders volume. From a total
PO volume of 34M for the season, about 1.3M (4%) was required to solve size issues.

[6]

The percentages of pairs of shoes created too much on a Purchase Order due to customer cancelations
and solving sizes issues are presented for EMEA in the graphs below.

Total PO creation EMEA
PO due to
cancelations

2%
4%

PO due to size
issues
Normal PO

94%

Figure 6 Total PO creation split EMEA season Fall ‘17

It must be mentioned that Athletic Sportswear is able to use part of this surplus to supply Athletic
Sportswear outlet stores, where the excess inventory can be sold at a discounted price, resulting in a lower
profit.
Additionally, in this analysis, a comparison was made between the total amount of shoes ordered by
Athletic Sportswear and the total amount of shoes bought from Athletic Sportswear by Athletic
Sportswear customers. If the customer orders exceeded the Purchase Orders, not all customer demand
was covered, resulting in lost sales. If the opposite happened excess inventory was left. For Fall ’17, in
total about 1.6M units remained unfulfilled and 1.4M ended up as excess inventory. Uncovered demand
is lost sales and excess inventory is sold at a discount. Compared to a total volume of roughly 30M pairs
of shoes each season, the management perceives this mismatch between supply and demand as
considerably large and sees this as room for improvement.
In the figure below the ratios for coverage and excess inventory issues as part of the total buying
inaccuracy are provided.

Coverage vs. Excess
Inventory issues ratio (EMEA)
Coverage issues

48%

52%

Excess inventory
issues

Figure 7 Coverage vs Excess inventory issues ratio EMEA season Fall ‘17

By gaining a deeper understanding of the size issues that occur in the selling season, Athletic Sportswear
can anticipate and make more adequate corrective buys if necessary.
[7]

An important focus area for the research will be using real time Sales Order data available from when the
Supply & Inventory Planning department starts operating. In Chapters 4 and 5 an elaborated explanation
will be provided on how Athletic Sportswear decides on which sizes to buy in upcoming Order moments.
However, the valuable information of the Sales Orders is disregarded at that point in time. It can be a
huge opportunity to use this data to place more timely and accurate buys at the factory, that reflect the
actual customer demand.
The research focuses on increasing the buying accuracy for Athletic Sportswear by increasing coverage
and lowering excess inventory. With Athletic Sportswear’s new Consumer Direct Offence strategy Athletic
Sportswear wants to focus more on selling full price products and less on selling products at discounted
price in NFSs. The research fully supports this new strategy. Since coverage assures the product to be
available in time in the store and the consumer is able to buy a Athletic Sportswear product at full price.
Lowering excess inventory ensures that less products need to be sold at a discount.

[8]

Chapter 2. Scoping, deliverables and research questions
This chapter provides the scope for the research, describes the deliverables and states the research
questions that will be answered in the conclusion section of the report.

2.1.

Time line scope

This research project is performed for the Geo EMEA at Athletic Sportswear’s EHQ . The Global Geo at
WHQ is left out of scope because each Geo drives their own strategy which is aligned globally. Initially,
the research focusses on footwear only but further research could indicate if findings can be transferred
to apparel as well. Within EMEA, the research is done for the Purchase Analysts department, which is subdepartment of the Supply and Inventory Planning (S&IP) department.
In the figure below part of the total supply chain planning at Athletic Sportswear is presented, from
planning till delivery.

Legend
Orange
Blue
Green
Grey

DP activities
S&IP activities
Future ordering
months
Moment of
product in store

Figure 8 Part of Supply Chain Planning Gameplan (numbers in weeks)

The input S&IP uses for their planning is provided by the Demand Planning(DP) department. The input
consists of a demand forecast at style/color/size level, at month level, and is considered as given for S&IP.
The first forecast at size level is made around 41 weeks before the first offer date of the product, when
the product is offered in stores, but can still be updated afterwards. Demand Planning determines this
forecast to the best of their knowledge. The system Athletic Sportswear uses is a demand driven system
and therefore the demand forecast as input is leading. The buys that Athletic Sportswear places at the
factories are based upon the demand forecast. Inventory Planners cannot make manual adjustments to
override this forecast. However, it is still of value to check the accuracy of the forecast to assess the quality
of the input for S&IP. Also, if S&IP needs to buy blind due to lead time and capacity constraints, the
forecast will be used to determine how much to buy.
After Demand Planning creates the forecast at style/color/size level, S&IP starts with the inventory
planning. This is when week 41 passed and is depicted in Figure 8 as the right half of the most left circle.
Activities that take place from this moment in time lie within the scope of the project.
About 6 months before a product is being offered in stores, Athletic Sportswear starts taking in Sales
Orders from customers for the upcoming season. The ordering period consists of three months, called F1,
F2, and F3. In each month there is fixed Order Entry Deadline(OED) until when customers can place their
order with Athletic Sportswear. Roughly 80 percent of the total Sales Orders arrive at OED1. Another 10
to 15 percent is taken in at OED2 and the remaining bookings come in at the last possible order moment,
OED3. The scope of the project lies on the actions that Athletic Sportswear takes after OED1, so at OED2
[9]

and OED3, the moment when S&IP starts operating. These actions include placing orders at the factory as
well as other actions, such as Purchase Order cancelations and adjustments in order to completely fulfil
the remaining customer demand at the lowest possible cost.
As mentioned before, the size curve setup is the responsibility of DP but shifts towards S&IP at the Go to
Market(GTM) meeting. As can been seen in Figure 8 this meeting takes place 31 weeks before the product
is offered in stores. From this moment on Purchase Analysts can decide on which sizes will be bought and
therefore lies within the scope of the project. The a more detailed explanation on the size curve as a
concept is discussed in section 4.5.

2.2.

Men’s Sport scope

Within the total demand stream, the scope is narrowed down to the category Men’s Sport. This category
receives a lot of so-called brand attention and is an important category to Athletic Sportswear. The reason
behind this scope selection is that this category considers al large variety of shoe styles, including both
short and longer lead time shoes, such as Fly Knit materials. The Men’s Sport category faces average
amounts of lost sales and excess inventory compared to other sub categories.
The analysis discussed in Chapter 1, is also performed for the Men’s Sport category. For this sub category
around 200K units were ordered extra to solve size discrepancies in Fall 2017. This amount accounts for
about 6% of the total amount of 3.5M that were ordered for the season in question. The figure below
represents the components of the total Purchase Order creation split for Men’s Sport.

Total PO creation Men's
Running
1%
6%

PO due to
cancelations
PO due to size
issues

93%

Normal PO

Figure 9 Total PO creation split Men’s Sport season Fall ‘17

About 180K pairs of shoes remained as uncovered demand. From these pairs around 20% definitely could
not be delivered in time anymore, due to product lead time. At an average wholesale price of $45.50, this
resembles a lost sales situation for the category, with a minimum expected cost of $1.6M and a maximum
of $8.2M dollar. About 300K pairs ended up as excess inventory but are not considered directly as costs,
since they can still be sold at discount price. However, it is preferable for Athletic Sportswear to sell at full
price, and therefore seen as room for improvement. In the Fall ’17 season about 200K pairs were ordered
as a surplus of which 175K were later cancelled at a total cost of $850.000 related to sizes.
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The ratio of coverage issues versus excess inventory issues within the Men’s Sport category are presented
in the figure below.

Coverage vs. Excess
Inventory issues ratio (Men's
Running)
Coverage issues

37%
63%

Excess inventory
issues

.
Figure 10 Coverage vs Excess inventory issues ratio Men’s Sport season Fall ‘17

2.3.

Deliverables

The main deliverable for the research considers developing a tool for the Supply & Inventory Planning
department, that takes the input provided by the Demand Planning department and comes up with an
accurate buy strategy to fulfil the customer demand. The desired tool does this by assuring the right
amount of Purchase Order cancelations and buying only the necessary sizes. Moreover, this tool should
give warnings if it detects potential problems with the inventory plan or the fulfilment of customer orders
that are still open. The output of the tool is a set of suggested corrective measures, in such a way that the
costs required to meet the customer demand are minimized. A more detailed description of the tool and
its functionalities can be found in Appendix B.
The suggestions and proposed decisions in the tool should be provided every two weeks, at the start of
the planning week. In the Athletic Sportswear planning, weeks alternate between a buying and planning
week. This means that in one week the buy plan is made and that in the week hereafter this plan is
executed. The planning week is also used for solving issues that occurred in the buy week.
Additionally, the tool should aid to reduce manual actions required to correct issues, such as cancelations
of purchase orders. This would lower the workload on the S&IP department.

2.4.

Research question

The main research question this Master Thesis Project is based on the problem statement plus the scope
described above:
“How can S&IP increase customer order fulfilment compared to the current situation by improving
purchase order policies after OED1 while maximizing profit?”
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2.5.

Sub research questions

To be able to properly answer this question it is essential to look at the current situation. Therefore, the
first sub question arises:
(1) “How does S&IP currently fulfil customer demand?”
This sub question which will be further elaborated in section 3.5. An answer is provided from information
obtained from interviews with employees of the S&IP department at Athletic Sportswear.
In order to measure the current performance and to be able to compare the results of the research with
this, the next sub question is:
(2) “How does S&IP currently perform according to the present Key Performance indicators?”
Key performance indicators will be discussed in more detail in the subsection KPI’s for S&IP department
of the following chapter. To come up with an answer to this question, the internal database that tracks
this performance is used. The Center of Excellence department at Athletic Sportswear feeds this database
to see the performance progress for each season, and to compare it to previous seasons.
It is possible to have coverage issues for some materials within the Men’s Sport category while for other
materials excess inventory remains, resulting in the next sub question:
(3) “What can S&IP do to improve customer order fulfilment compared to the current situation?”
To answer this question a new method will be presented, and the result is compared to the current
situation. This method focuses on rethinking the input for the Purchase Order creation process, changes
and cancelation policies.
Although the input from Demand Planning is given for S&IP, it is still valuable to assess the influence of it.
The demand forecast at style/color/size has a large influence on the processes that follow after OED1. If
the demand forecast is of poor quality, it is very hard for S&IP to make up for this, even if they perform
their tasks very well. The last sub question covers this issue:
(4) “What is the impact of the input provided by Demand Planning department on the results
obtained by S&IP?”
An answer to this sub question can be found by theoretically optimizing the Seasonal Demand Forecast,
and check if the buying accuracy increases, and therefore the supply matches more closely with the
demand.
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Chapter 3. As is situation
In this section the as is situation is described, starting with a brief introduction of the S&IP department
including the Purchase Analysts sub-department. Moreover, this chapter elaborates on the first two sub
questions and discusses the triggers contributing to the problem.

3.1.

Supply & Inventory Planning (S&IP) department

The key function of S&IP is to analyse the output from DP and executing inventory planning which includes
detailed inventory requirements at product, location, and time requirements. They do this by evaluating
the demand plan against existing inventory, factory minimums, lead times, and factory capacities.
Generally said, DPs work at a monthly level and IPs at a weekly level. DPs make a planning at Distribution
Center(DC) level and consider the Material Availability Date (the moment when a product needs to be at
the DC to be shipped in time to the customer to assure delivery precision) as guideline.
Main challenges:
-

Determining the right amount of supply considering demand fluctuations and limited factory
capacities;
Coping with buying risk resulting in remaining excess inventory.

3.2.

Purchasing Analysts (S&IP sub-department)

The key function of the Purchasing department is creating Purchase Orders with the correct information,
in the correct quantities, and correct timing. These requirements assure that Purchase Orders can be
executed timely and accurately.
Moreover, the Purchasing Analysts department checks all POs that were rejected by the planning system,
i.e. could not be bought automatically and try to solve these buy issues. Several reasons exist, like violation
of capacity constraints, lead time constraints or production minimums.
Main challenges:
-

-

Manual Purchase Order adjustments and coordinating Purchase Order cancelations. Manual
adjustments are required when a PO is canceled directly after ordering, while the product was
required, and a new PO is still created later on;
Performing Direct Ship alignment, checking whether materials can be shipped directly to the
customer instead of first going through the DC for repacking.
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3.3.

Blind buy concept

Blind buys are defined as Purchase Orders that are placed at the factory to cover future, still unknown,
demand due to lead time or factory capacity constraints.
Long lead times are usually due to complex material types or production methods. This lead time cannot
be influenced because it is restricted to footwear production techniques, however it has a large influence
on the amount of materials that need to be bought blindly. As mentioned before, one reason for buying
blind is a lead time constraint, which usually lead to a lower coverage. Another one is a factory capacity
driven blind buy, where production is scheduled earlier than required when capacity is still available. This
usually does not affect the coverage.
There are two main risks involved in blind buying, namely that over supply leads to excessive inventory
and inventory shortage leads to inability to deliver. This is an important trigger for Purchase Order
cancelations that must be dealt with by S&IP. In case of a cancelation Athletic Sportswear pays its
manufacturers for the raw materials they ordered, or shoes partly produced, even though there is no
demand for them. To minimize the buy-risk, planners are very cautious about the volume that is bought
blindly. Usually, Inventory Planners run the buy plan report to identify which products are safe and which
carry more risk. If certain shoe styles involved high risk, planners can choose to postpone the buy until
after the OED1 deadline, to have a better indication of the actual demand.
In Appendix A it is explained in which point in time the blind buys are carried out.

3.4.

Size curve concept

This sub section describes the concept of a size curve. Initially, the responsibility for size curves lies with
the Demand Planning department but is transferred to S&IP. Therefore, it is essential to understand what
a size curve is and how it is constructed in the first place. In Appendix A, it is explained when the
responsibility shifts between the departments.
A size curve tells what percentage of the total forecasted demand for a shoe style and color is going to
bought in which size. Product developers or Merchandise decide on the offered size range, i.e. which sizes
the customer can order. Not every shoe is offered in every possible size, this differs per shoe style.
The Demand Planning creates the initial size curve by using a size curve tool at the start of the season
preparation. The logic implemented in the current size curve tool for footwear was copied from a tool
that was being used for apparel.
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The process steps followed in the size curve tool to calculate the size curve are described in figure below.

Figure 11 Current size curve tool steps

A description of every step in Figure 11 is given below:
1. For the materials to be provided with a curve, the material code should be copied into the Size
Curve on Material sheet.
2. The material code is first checked in the MMX (data base of shoe sold in current season) and if it
cannot be found the style/color code gets marked as an error.
3. By executing the tool, attributes for each material are gathered such as global product category,
sub category, gender, silhouette, and the size range that is being offered.
4. A unique key is created from these attributes.
5. Next on, the tool searches for exactly matching keys. This means, only if the size range being
offered equals the size range of last year, copying the size curve is possible. If no match was found,
the style/color code is marked as an error.
6. Each size gets the percentage of the total orders on that size last year divided by the total orders
of all sizes of that unique key, created in step 4.
∑ 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠 𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑠 𝑜𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑠 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑒 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑒 𝑘𝑒𝑦
(4)
𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑘𝑒𝑦 % =
∑ 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 𝑜𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑠 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑒 𝑘𝑒𝑦
7. If the tool could successfully construct a size curve, the material is marked positive, and the curve
can be retrieved. If not, a red cross indicates that no size curve was created, and manual setup is
required.
The steps explained above imply that tool combines all similar products, like a low top shoe, and applies
exactly the same size curve, regardless the color. Size curves only differ on gender. The tool cannot create
a size curve if the material was not offered in a prior season or was not offered in the same size range.
This error requires extra time in terms of manual setups and can be done by either comparing to similar
materials or bookings of the same material but with different size range.
[15]

3.5.

Decisions made by S&IP

This paragraph describes the set of decisions that S&IP can make to affect the buying accuracy after OED1.
It provides an explanation to the first sub question “How does S&IP currently fulfil customer demand?”.
Ordering which shoes
Currently, for footwear the rule is applied to follow the size curve from DP when no customer orders
arrived yet and the total Sales Orders were below 50 percent of the forecasted number of shoes for the
season. When the Sales Orders are equal to or higher than 50 percent, and Sales Orders arrived in the
month of buying, the sizes of the Sales Orders are bought according to that size curve and the rest is
bought according the size curve from DP. However, to start using the Sales Order size curve for the buy,
S&IP must specifically request for updating the size curve from DP, this does not happen automatically.
𝐼𝑓 𝑆𝑂𝑠(𝑂𝐸𝐷1) ≤ 50% 𝐴𝑁𝐷 𝑛𝑜 𝑆𝑂𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡 𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ 𝑇𝐻𝐸𝑁 𝑢𝑠𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑣𝑒 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝐷𝑃
𝐼𝑓 𝑆𝑂𝑠(𝑂𝐸𝐷1) ≤ 50% 𝐴𝑁𝐷 𝑆𝑂𝑠 𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑠𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡 𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ 𝑇𝐻𝐸𝑁 𝑢𝑠𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑣𝑒 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑆𝑂𝑠 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐷𝑃
𝐼𝐹 𝑆𝑂𝑠(𝑂𝐸𝐷1) > 50% 𝑜𝑓 𝑆𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑡(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒, 𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟) 𝑇𝐻𝐸𝑁 𝑢𝑠𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑣𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑆𝑂𝑠
There is no specific reason for percentage and choice of the size curve at this point.
Ordering shoes at the factory
The Purchase Orders that still need to be created after OED1 cover the planned to buy quantity:
𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑡𝑜 𝑏𝑢𝑦 𝑄𝑡𝑦
= 𝑆𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑡(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒, 𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟)
− 𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑛 𝑃𝑂𝑠(𝐴𝑡 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦 𝑜𝑟 𝑖𝑛 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡 𝑎𝑡 𝑂𝐸𝐷1)
− 𝐼𝑂𝐻(𝐼𝑛𝑣. 𝑜𝑛 𝐻𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑖𝑛 𝐷𝐶)
Note: this formula is elaborated in the Purchase Order creation chapter.

(5)

Timing of the orders
Planning Just in Time is determined by the minimum lead time of material and available factory capacity.
The minimum lead time consists of several components, presented in the figure below:

Figure 12 Minimum lead time components
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An example is for the Athletic Sportswear DUAL FUSION X 2 running shoe with style/color code 819316001, which has a lead time of 120 days. It takes one week longer than the minimum lead time due to a
longer production process.
The Just in Time planning assures that products are not being held in inventory for unnecessary amount
of time.
If the factory capacity constraint is violated rescheduling of production is required. Demand Planners can
try a so-called built early(BE) or built late(BL) strategy to level out the available capacity. When
rescheduling the Just in Time principle is no longer guaranteed. The concept of rescheduling is explained
in the figure below.

Figure 13 Concept of rescheduling peak demand by applying built early/built late

Cancelling Purchase Orders partially or completely
A Purchase Order is considered for cancelation if the following criteria are met:
-

-

-

Inventory on Hand in DC > 1000 pairs, there is no specific reason for this threshold value.
End futures offer date is at the end of the season. If a product is not offered anymore in the future
but will go into close-out, cancelation is considered. If the product will still be on offer in upcoming
seasons, it can still be sold through regular channels.
Only Purchase Orders created during the last 3 buys, which means at least 30 days before GAC,
are up for consideration. Buys from longer ago are most likely to already be in production and
come at maximum cost, and therefore left out for consideration.
Cancelation only takes place if the total amount left on PO equals 0 or remains above the
production minimum.
Cancelation will be considered if cancel costs do not exceed 5 dollars per pair. This threshold value
is related to product margins but cannot be explained further due to information sensitive
reasons.
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3.6.

KPI’s for S&IP department

This subsection elaborates on the second sub question: “How does S&IP currently perform according to
the Key Performance indicators?” by discussing the important KPI’s for S&IP and how S&IP scores on these.
Coverage
This measure describes how well supply meets up with the demand. It is a balancing act between demand
fulfilment and the risk of building up inventory. Coverage percentage is calculated as follows:
𝐶𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 (%) =

𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑖𝑛 𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑠 𝑜𝑛 𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑂𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑠 𝒄𝒐𝒗𝒆𝒓𝒆𝒅 𝑖𝑛 𝑓𝑢𝑙𝑙 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑜𝑛 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
× 100%
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑑 𝒐𝒓𝒅𝒆𝒓𝒆𝒅 𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑖𝑛 𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑠 𝑜𝑛 𝑃𝑢𝑟𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑂𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑠

(6)

Quantity covered in full means that 100 percent of the products is being covered. On time means that the
entire order has been either delivered, is covered by inventory, or is covered by supply coming in early or
on time for the Customer Request Date. The Athletic Sportswear wide target set for coverage on time is
MAD (in DC) + 7 days = 95%. For Men’s Sport in the Fall ’17 season the MAD coverage appeared to be 86%
and at MAD + 7 it was 94%.
S&IP measures coverage, when buying is terminated for a specific month. About 2 months later, a more
detailed picture can be drawn if sufficient supply will be ordered to meet future demand. Coverage issues
need to be translated into supply root causes, so improvement can be identified, and Athletic Sportswear
can focus on the challenges that have the biggest impact.
The coverage percentage is very similar to a KPI widely discussed in literature and which is often applied
to measure performance in a retail environment, called the fill-rate. The fill-rate is the percentage of the
orders that can immediately be fulfilled from the on-hand inventory, indirectly reflecting if enough supply
is available to meet the demand. (van Donselaar & Broekmeulen, 2013)
Excess inventory
Throughout the research excess inventory is considered as an important indicator for the buying accuracy.
However, no data could be retrieved to assess the current performance. This is closely related to how
many pairs of shoes are going into close-out each season, and how many are truly left as excess inventory.
No accurate numbers can be provided to indicate this. Therefore, an additional KPI was chosen, namely
Purchase Order cancelations, the reason is explained hereafter.
Purchase Order cancelations
Athletic Sportswear wants to minimize the costs related to Purchase Order cancelation. Athletic
Sportswear considers Purchase Order cancelations as complete cancelations, when the entire Purchase
Order is cancelled or a partial cancelation, when only one or more sizes are being cancelled. Purchase
Order cancelations imply costs in terms of compensation for raw materials that were bought by the
factory to start the production, or also labour costs if production had already started. Moreover, the
handling of Purchase Order cancelation information at both the EMEA office and the production plant
require employee working hours. During Fall ’17 for Men’s Sport 16 POs were cancelled at a total cost of
187k dollar. This number considers a sub division of Athletic Sportswear’s total business. If extrapolated
across all categories, this becomes a big cost component. The management considers this as an
opportunity to reduce these costs. In literature, no similar use of Purchase Order cancelation as key
performance indicator was found. This KPI was considered together with the supervisor from Athletic
Sportswear as a good direct indicator for how well the supply (Purchase Orders) match with the demand
(Sales Orders). Hence, lots of cancelation indicate too much Purchase Orders were created.
[18]

3.7.

Problem triggers in the current situation

From conversations and interviews conducted with Athletic Sportswear employees at the EHQ (category
demand planners, category inventory planners, category purchase analysts, customer operations,
business analysts, employees from the center of excellence department, and my supervisor) the following
main problems with buying accuracy were identified:
Size discrepancies between supply and demand
The demand forecast tells how many pairs of shoes of a certain style (shoe model) are estimated to be
sold to Athletic Sportswear customers in the upcoming season. As we move closer towards the selling
season, the forecast is made at a style and color level. And eventually the volume forecast is split at size
In order to perform accurate buying, Athletic Sportswear needs to know among others what sizes are
needed in an early stage. Currently, Athletic Sportswear is experiencing issues with their sizing. During the
selling season, it occurs that Athletic Sportswear cannot fulfil all customer orders due to size mismatches
in supply and demand, resulting in lower than targeted coverage or excess inventory on the other hand.
Athletic Sportswear must then place additional buys to correct this situation or faces lost sales if the
product cannot be delivered in time. Both consequences come at a cost that Athletic Sportswear wants
to avoid or minimize. The following situations have been identified as causes of size discrepancies:
DRS orders split from DC orders
Athletic Sportswear places a total amount of Purchase Orders that will be shipped to the Distribution
Center. A part of that total amount can also be shipped directly (DRS) to the customer without going
through the DC for repacking. It occurs that fulfilling DRS orders from with an atypical size spread from
the DC inventory leaves gaps in the size range for the remaining DC orders. As a result, Athletic Sportswear
Direct, the highest priority customer cannot be served.
DRS orders cannot be split due to size mismatch
Athletic Sportswear tries to ship orders directly to the customer if this is possible. This is operationally less
costly and more environmentally friendly shipping method. However, it happens that enough supply was
available, but not all in the right size, as requested by the customer. In this case, DRS alignment cannot
take place and extra orders have to be created first or shipping needs to go through the DC.
Purchase Order cancelations
As mentioned before, Athletic Sportswear orders part of their inventory before the customer demand is
known, which they call a blind buy. When the customers place their orders and it turns out that Athletic
Sportswear bought too much, they have the option to correct this by cancelling their purchase order. The
reason to do this is to improve the supply and demand match and prevent excess inventory that eventually
must be sold at discount price. The downside to these PO cancelations is the cancel costs involved if the
factory ordered raw materials or already started production. Moreover, the PO cancelation process
requires manual actions to create the cancel request and each separate cancelation needs the approval
of a manager. This is a very time-consuming operation which Athletic Sportswear wants to reduce.
PO cancelations due to mistakes in forecast
If certain sizes, for example half sizes, are not being ordered by customers at all, while they were ordered
by Athletic Sportswear, cancelling Purchase Orders on those sizes will prevent them to end up in inventory
and eventually have to be sold at a discount.
[19]

POs being cancelled and then added again in a later stage
It occurs that POs are being cancelled after the customer orders come in, but then are created again when
the rest of the sales orders are placed. This causes unnecessary workload and possible cancelation costs
and is officially not allowed in the Purchase Order cancel policies.
DRS overordering
DRS orders are planned and produced regardless of the forecast in the system, whereas, DC orders are
bought according to the forecast in the system. Overordering occurs when the total demand is covered
but somehow the DRS order is not yet linked to a Purchase Order. The system then automatically buys
this DRS order if there is enough factory capacity and the lead time coincides with the Customer Request
Date. This should be avoided because this order can already be fulfilled from the DC amount and would
otherwise require cancelation of purchase orders again.

[20]

Chapter 4. Purchase Order creation
The research considers the three main actions S&IP can take to influence the supply and demand match.
This chapter discusses the first action, that is what Athletic Sportswear still needs order at the factory
after OED1 to assure sufficient supply to meet the demand. The current policy for the creation of Purchase
Orders is explained and how this can be modified to obtain a new order policy, that aims to improve the
current situation.

4.1.

Variables

The variables used in the PO creation heuristics are listed below.
Variable
Color
CRD(i)
̂ (season)(style,color)
D
Inv. on Hand(style,color) (O(x))
Lead time
O(x)
OED(i)
Open PO(style,color) (O(x))

PO(style,color) (O(x))

Purchase Order (PO)
Sales Order (SO)
Season Quantity (style,color,size)
Size
Size(style,color,size) %
𝑆𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟,𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) (𝑂(𝑥))
Style

Description
Shoe color
Customer Request Date with i=1,2,3, moment when
customer orders are delivered
Total Seasonal Demand Forecast as provided by Demand
Planning at OED1
Inventory on Hand in pairs of shoes of a specific style and
color at Order moment x
The time between ordering at factory and delivery at the
customer
Order moment x with x=1,...,8
Order Entry Deadline with i=1,2,3, moment when
customers have to place Sales Orders
Total pairs of shoes on a Purchase Order of a specific
style and color before Order moment x but not yet
received
Purchase Order for the quanity in pairs of shoes to order
of a certain style and color at the factory at Order
moment x
Order for pairs of shoes Athletic Sportswear places at the
factory
Customer order for pairs of shoes bought from Athletic
Sportswear
Total seasonal quantity of pairs sold for all similar styles
and colors in a specific size in the same season last year
Shoe size
Percentage of the total pairs of shoes sold of a certain
style, color in a specific size
The total quantity in pairs of shoes on Sales Orders for a
specific style, color, and size at Order moment x
Shoe model

[21]

4.2.

Legend decisions trees

The following components are used in the logic operating decisions trees discussed in Chapter 4,
Chapter 5, and Chapter 6.
Starting point of the decision tree

Decision node, possible decision either yes or no

End point after a decision path

Figure 14 Legend decision tree, in orange (decision points) and in grey (situations/results)

4.3.

Current Purchase Order creation policy

Currently, a bi-weekly order moment exists, where Athletic Sportswear divides each 2-week order cycle
into a planning week and a buy week. The order timeline is presented below, this is a more detailed
representation of Figure 8 on page 9. Numbers represent week numbers, the OEDs are customer order
moments, O(x)s are Athletic Sportswear order moments, and the CRDs represent customer order delivery:

Figure 15 Order timeline (numbers in weeks)

The first 24 weeks are the preparation for the selling season. This timeframe is the window in which S&IP
can affect the buying accuracy by deciding on how much still to order (and cancel) and when. The 12
weeks after that form the actual selling season. In the selling season the demand is accumulated in
months, this means that at CRD1 the demand of the corresponding 4 weeks is delivered. In appendix B
the relation between OED’s and CRD’s is illustrated with an example for the season Fall ’17.
The minimal product lead time is 16 weeks, the maximum product lead time is 30 weeks. With a total of
32 weeks from OED1 until CRD3, minus 16 weeks for delivering shoes with minimum lead time, 16 weeks
remain for ordering for CRD3. Since every 2 weeks ordering can take place, this results in 8 possible order
moments after OED1. The week after OED1 is a planning week, so the first possible order moment is in
the second week after OED1.
[22]

The new Purchase Orders are being created based on the remaining Seasonal Demand Forecast. Currently,
the Total Seasonal Demand Forecast is leading for Athletic Sportswear to determine what to buy, not the
actual customer demand. The Purchase Orders to create should take care of the Total Seasonal Demand
Forecast minus Open Purchase Orders (i.e. the Purchase Orders the factory and the Purchase Orders in
transit) and the Inventory on Hand in the DC. These components are depicted in the following figure.

Figure 16 Purchase Orders in the supply chain

With:
- A, the open Purchase Orders placed before OED1 still to be produced and delivered by the factory;
- B, the open Purchase Orders produced at the factory in transit to the DC but not yet received;
- C, the Inventory on Hand in the DC.
Consider the following formula, applied to all style/color level combinations:
𝑃𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟) (𝑂(𝑥))
̂ (𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑜𝑛)(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟) (𝑂(𝑥)) − 𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑛 𝑃𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟) (𝑂(𝑥))
=𝐷
− 𝐼𝑛𝑣. 𝑜𝑛 𝐻𝑎𝑛𝑑(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟) (𝑂(𝑥)); ∀(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒, 𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟), ∀𝑂(𝑥) 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑥 = 1, … ,8

(7)

A Purchase Order quantity should at least be equal to or higher than the production minimum of 3000
pairs of shoes, otherwise the quantity is zero:
𝑃𝑂
(𝑂(𝑥)), 𝑃𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟) (𝑂(𝑥)) ≥ 3000
𝑃𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟) (𝑂(𝑥)) = { (𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟)
0, 𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒

(8)

With:
-

-

𝑃𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟) (𝑂(𝑥)), the Purchase Order to create at style/color level at Order moment x;
̂ (𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑜𝑛)(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟) (𝑂(𝑥)), the total demand forecast at style/color level for the complete
𝐷
season as provided by Demand Planning at OED1;
𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑛 𝑃𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟) (𝑂(𝑥)) = ∑𝑥−1
𝑖=0 𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑛 𝑃𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟) (𝑂(𝑖)), the sum of the total amount of
Purchase Orders already created until the current order moment but not yet received, consisting
of the Purchase Orders at the factory soon to be produced and the Purchase Orders in transit to
the DC;
𝐼𝑛𝑣. 𝑜𝑛 𝐻𝑎𝑛𝑑(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟) (𝑂(𝑥)), the physical available stock in the DC. This inventory consists of
the Purchase Orders already received in the DC and the carry-over stock from previous seasons
minus the amount of Sales Orders that have been fulfilled from that amount.

[23]

To split the demand forecast at style/color level to size level, S&IP currently would order based upon the
size curve from DP which is calculated via the so-called size curve tool. The following formula is used to
calculate the size curve:
𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟,𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) % =

𝑆𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑜𝑛 𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦 (𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟,𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒)
∑15
𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒=5 𝑆𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑜𝑛

(9)

𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟,𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒)

Where the season quantity considers the total number of pairs sold of that specific style and color
combination in the same previous season.
To illustrate this, an example is provided below.
Example shoe:
Running shoes Athletic Sportswear DUAL FUSION X 2
The Athletic Sportswear Dual Fusion X 2 has the following attributes:
Global Category Description
Gender Age Description
Silhouette Description
Regional Sub Category Description

RUNNING
MENS
LOW TOP
MENS CORE RUNNING

Sales figures of the same previous season for pairs of shoes with attributes, running/mens/low top/mens
core running were as follows:

For example, for size 8 this would give the following size percentage:
𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒(819316,001,8) % =

𝑆𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑜𝑛 𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦(819316,001,8)
∑15
𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒=5 𝑆𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑜𝑛 𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦

(819316,001,𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒)

[24]

=

240292
2444530

≈ 0.0982 (9.8%)

The entire size curve distribution is presented in the figure below.
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Figure 17 Size Curve distribution Athletic Sportswear Dual Fusion X 2

Determining what sizes to buy from what style and color combination is done by multiplying the Purchase
Order quantity at style/color level with the according size percentage:
𝑃𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟,𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) (𝑂(𝑥)) = 𝑃𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟) (𝑂(𝑥)) × 𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟,𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) %

(10)

For the timing of the buys S&IP uses Just-In-Time delivery. First it is checked if the Purchase Order can
already be linked to an actual Sales Order, sold to a customer, and so the Customer Request Date is known.
If this is the case, the Order moment will be the closest next order moment related to CRD(i), to assure
lead time feasibility:
𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡 𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟 𝑚𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 + 𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑑 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 = 𝐶𝑅𝐷(𝑖), 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑖 = 1,2,3

(11)

Where:
(𝐶𝑅𝐷(𝑖) − 𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡 𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟 𝑚𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡) − 𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑑 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 ≥ 0, 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑖 = 1,2,3

(12)

With:
-

Closest next order moment: next order moment considering bi-weekly ordering with feasibility to
meet the specific Customer Request Date.
Lead time: time that passes from the moment of Purchase Order creation and delivery to the
customer warehouse. The lead time consists of the components, as depicted in Figure 12 on page
16.

If the Purchase Order is not linked to a Sales Order yet, the Purchase Order is simply created directly
according to the forecast if factory capacity is sufficient, at the risk that the shoes eventually remain unsold
and go into close-out inventory.

[25]

(1) (1

If insufficient factory capacity was available, the Purchase Order will be postponed to next order
moments, with the consequence of late delivery. To illustrate the Order timing policy, two examples are
given.
1

Assume reviewing in week 20 (OED2) with possible Order moment O(2) and a Purchase Order to
be created for delivery at CRD(2) for a product with 21 weeks lead time. Then when checking lead
time feasibility for Order moment O(2), the result is the following: (𝐶𝑅𝐷(2) − 𝑂(2)) − 21 =
24 − 21 = 2. For the closest next Order moment O(3), (𝐶𝑅𝐷(2) − 𝑂(3)) − 21 = 22 − 21 = 1,

2

whereas still one Order moment later, O(4), results in(𝐶𝑅𝐷(2) − 𝑂(4)) − 21 = 20 − 21 = −1.
The latter violates the lead time feasibility constraint and therefore not acceptable. This means
O(3) is the closest Order moment to meet CRD(2) demand in time.
Now assume we are in week 19 when no Sales Orders arrived yet and a product with 22 weeks
lead time. Because the Purchase Order cannot be linked to a Sales Order, no Customer Request
Date is known. The Purchase Order is created based on the forecast at O(3), the closest next Order
moment. Hence, the forecast drives the buy, not the actual demand, being Sales Orders. This
means the Purchase Order will be delivered at 𝑂(3) + 22 = 𝐶𝑅𝐷(2). This Purchase Order might
need cancelation in a later Order moment when no Sales Orders are placed at OED(3).

4.4.

Adjustments to the current PO creation policy

This paragraph describes several adjustments to the current PO creation policy discussed in the previous
section and how these adjustments should lead to an improved PO creation policy, which will be
discussed in the next paragraph.
Currently, S&IP uses the size curve from DP to split the forecast to a size level. S&IP does this by using
sales data from the past same selling season, so Summer ’17 sales data is used to predict Summer ’18
sizes. Athletic Sportswear introduces a lot of new styles each season and most of the time no data is
available from past season for that specific style. DP tries to construct a size curve based on similar looking
shoes. This is a difficult task, and very subjective, since for the same color a wide variety of tones exist.
The current method uses a larger dataset to predict size percentages for a shoe style and should
theoretically be more accurate when considering statistics. However not every shoe in this dataset is
representative for the shoe style and color in question. Instead, Athletic Sportswear could benefit from
knowledge obtained at order entry deadlines and use the data from the shoes that were already sold in
the same selling season. This could provide a more solid and representative base for fulfilling the
remaining customer demand.
For the timing of the buys, S&IP uses a Just-In-Time policy when a Purchase Order is already linked to a
Sales Order and select the order moment by counting back the lead time from the Customer Request
Date. This policy will remain in place for the proposed order policy. But when a Purchase Order is not
linked to any Sales Order yet, the order moment will be postponed as much as possible. This means until
lead time feasibility remains until CRD3, which is the last delivery moment of the season, in contrary to
the current policy explained in example 2 on the previous page. By postponing the Order moment, Athletic
Sportswear can benefit from collecting the last bit of sales data, since at OED3 theoretically 100% of the
Sales Orders have been received for the specific season.
[26]

4.5.

New Purchase Order creation policy

This paragraph proposes a new Purchase Order creation policy based on the implementation of the
adjustments discussed in the previous section. For the new Purchase Order creation policy, several
assumptions are made based on the current situation.
Given
• Forecast at style/color level is provided by Demand Planning at OED1. The demand planning
process is not included in the scope of the S&IP department, and therefore not their responsibility,
nor are they allowed to make changes to the forecast. Demand Planning updates the forecast if
necessary
Assumptions
• Previous Sales Orders received at OED1 can be used to predict the sizes of the remaining Sales
Orders expected. Currently, Athletic Sportswear does not use the sales data available at OED1.
This real-time information is assumed to reflect the actual customer demand at that moment in
time.
• No factory capacity constraint after OED1. Until now, no issues occurred with allocating factory
capacity after the first Order Entry Deadline passed, therefore it is assumed to be no problem in
the future.
Based on the first assumption nothing will be changed to the demand forecast at style/color level as input
for the Purchase Order creation. In the new policy, the forecast at style/color level is brought down to size
level by analysing sales information at OED1 and next OED’s, containing Sales Orders received until then.
On average roughly 80% of the total customer demand is known at OED1 and this information is used to
determine what sizes to order at the factory to fulfil remaining customer demand. This average
percentage also holds for a specific shoe style and color combination. This percentage does not function
as a minimum required threshold value. It is not necessary that actually 80% of the demand is known, this
can differ per season. It rather resembles the part of known demand, that can be used the predict the
remaining unknown demand. In the current method this information is disregarded at first.
Determining what sizes to buy from what style and color combination is done by multiplying the Purchase
Order quantity at style/color level with the corresponding size percentage for the Order moment:
𝑃𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟,𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) (𝑂(𝑥)) = 𝑃𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟) (𝑂(𝑥)) × 𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟,𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) % 𝑃𝑂(𝑂(𝑥))

(13)

In the new method the size percentage is determined by dividing the total Sales Orders quantity received
of a specific size of a certain style/color combination over the total Sales Orders quantity received of all
sizes combined of that style/color combination so far. The size percentage formula is as follows:
𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟,𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) % 𝑃𝑂(𝑂(𝑥)) =

𝑆𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟,𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) (𝑂(𝑥))
∑15
𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒=5 𝑆𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟,𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) (𝑂(𝑥))

(14)

With:
-

𝑆𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟,𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) (𝑂(𝑥)), the total quantity in pairs of shoes on Sales Orders for a specific style
and color combination in a certain size, sold at Order moment x.
∑15
𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒=5 𝑆𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟,𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) (𝑂(𝑥)), the total amount of all sizes of a shoe of that style and color
already sold at Order moment x.
[27]

Imagine the following data available at OED1(all quantities in pairs of shoes):

Assume further that, the given total forecasted seasonal demand at style/color level, is
̂ (𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑜𝑛)(𝑂(1))(819316,001) = 58879 pairs.
𝐷
To calculate the quantity for the Purchase Order to create, equation (7) is applied, assuming at OED1
30144 pairs were already ordered but not yet received and no inventory on hand exists. This gives:
58879 − 30144 = 28735 more pairs to completely fulfil the expected customer demand. Note that this
quantity lies above the production minimum, and so this constraint is not violated.
The new proposed method makes use of the sales order data updated at each order entry deadline, at
style/color/size level. To illustrate this an example is provided below for size 8:
𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 8(819316,001,8) % 𝑃𝑂(𝑂(1)) =

𝑆𝑂(𝑂(1))(819316,001,8)
15
∑𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒=5 𝑆𝑂(𝑂(1))
(819316,001,𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒)

5001

= 46098 ≈ 0.108 (10.8%)

This percentage is calculated for each size, 5 to 15.
By multiplying the size percentage with the remaining buy quantity, one can deduct how much of each
size needs to be ordered at the factory, according to formula (10).
For the example this means that from the total of 28735 pairs to order:
𝑃𝑂(819316,001,8) (𝑂(1)) = 𝑃𝑂(819316,001) (𝑂(𝑥)) × 𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒(819316,001,8) % 𝑃𝑂(𝑂(𝑥))
= 28735 × 10.8% = 3103 𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑠
From the total of 28735 pairs to order, 10.8% consists from pairs size 8, meaning 3103 pairs.
The current method, uses the size percentage as calculated in formula (7), resulting in:
𝑃𝑂(819316,001,8) (𝑂(1)) = 28735 × 9.8% = 2816 𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑠
To compare both methods, the end of season result is checked. Considering a quantity of 2970 pairs for
size 8 on Purchase Orders created before OED1 and the total quantity of 5892 pairs for size 8 on Sales
Orders at the end of the season.
The results are presented below.
CURRENT METHOD

NEW METHOD

𝟐𝟗𝟕𝟎 + 𝟐𝟖𝟏𝟔
= 𝟓𝟕𝟖𝟔 𝒑𝒂𝒊𝒓𝒔 𝒐𝒓𝒅𝒆𝒓𝒆𝒅 𝒃𝒚 𝑵𝒊𝒌𝒆

2970 + 3103 = 6073 𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑠 𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 𝑁𝑖𝑘𝑒

This would mean a shortage of 𝟓𝟖𝟗𝟐 − 𝟓𝟕𝟖𝟔 =
𝟏𝟎𝟔 pairs, ending up as lost sales

This would mean a surplus of 6073 − 5892 =
181 pairs ending up as excess inventory
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When comparing both methods, this would mean that the new method prevents the lost sales but orders
slightly too much. Excess inventory is undesired, same goes for lost sales, but Athletic Sportswear
prioritizes not having lost sales over having excess inventory. Therefore, the pairs ending up as excess
inventory for size 8 when using the new method are a slight improvement to Athletic Sportswear’s
strategy. To make sure the new method implies an improvement to the buying accuracy, these
calculations are made for all sizes of every shoe style available during season Fall 17. Hence, it is possible
that for other sizes the old method gives a better or worse result. The outcome of the detailed comparison
is discussed in section 7.2.
By applying the new method, we know what quantity to buy of what specific style/color/size. To
determine when to create the Purchase Order a Just-In-Time principle is applied, delivery right when it is
requested, so no early delivery. The example shoe has a lead time of 120 days (i.e. about 17 weeks). If we
assume the Purchase Order was linked to a Sales Order with CRD3, the Purchase Order is created at the
7th order moment, depicted by the blue arrow on the time line below.

Figure 18 Timing of the order moment across the order timeline
15

∑ 𝑃𝑂(819316,001,𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) (𝑂(7)) = 28735 𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑠
𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒=5

To decide at which moment to order to be able to deliver them in time to the customer, when applying
JIT logic, is a matter of simply counting back for the lead time. However, factory capacity could also be an
issue in the production scheduling. But the assumption is made that there is ample factory capacity
available. This is based on the fact that factories are not loaded up to a 100% at the start of the planning
period. As mentioned, when factory capacity appears insufficient, postponing of the ordering is required,
resulting in late delivery. Built early/built late decisions, explained earlier, are only required before OED1.
After OED1 factories should have enough capacity to produce remaining orders.
In Figure 19 on the next page the logic operating decision tree describe the Purchase Order creation policy
including quantity and timing decisions. Now assume currently reviewing in O(x) and CRD(i) is the delivery
moment linked to the Purchase Order. Each path of the decision tree can be described with the following
structures:
Path 1

The Purchase Order quantity at O(x) is zero if there is enough time left to
postpone the Order moment, while guaranteeing lead time feasibility.
𝐼𝐹 (𝐶𝑅𝐷(𝑖) − 𝑂(𝑥)) − 𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑑 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 ≥ 2 𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑠 𝑇𝐻𝐸𝑁
15

∑ 𝑃𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟,𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) (𝑂(𝑥)) = 0
𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒=5

[29]

𝐸𝑁𝐷 𝐼𝐹

[30]

Figure 19 Decision tree PO creation
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Path 2

The Purchase Order quantity is equal to the quantity calculated with formula
10. If it is not possible to postpone the Order moment any further and the
quantity exceeds 3000 pairs.
𝐼𝐹 (𝐶𝑅𝐷(𝑖) − 𝑂(𝑥)) − 𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑑 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒) < 2 𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑠 𝐴𝑁𝐷
15

∑ 𝑃𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟,𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) (𝑂(𝑥)) ≥ 3000 𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑠 𝑇𝐻𝐸𝑁
𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒=5

𝑃𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟,𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) (𝑂(𝑥)) = 𝑃𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟,𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) (𝑂(𝑥)), ∀𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑠 5, … ,15
𝐸𝑁𝐷 𝐼𝐹
Path 3

The Purchase Order quantity is zero if it is not possible to postpone the Order
moment any further, but the quantity is below 3000 pairs and Demand
Planning decides to not raise the forecast to the production minimum.
𝐼𝐹 (𝐶𝑅𝐷(𝑖) − 𝑂(𝑥)) − 𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑑 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 < 2 𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑠 𝐴𝑁𝐷
15

∑ 𝑃𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟,𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) (𝑂(𝑥)) < 3000 𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑠 𝐴𝑁𝐷
𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒=5

𝐷𝑃 𝑑𝑜𝑒𝑠 𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝑎𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒 𝑡𝑜 𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑠𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝑡𝑜 3000 𝑇𝐻𝐸𝑁
15

∑ 𝑃𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟,𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) (𝑂(𝑥)) = 0
𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒=5

𝐸𝑁𝐷 𝐼𝐹
Path 4

The Purchase Order quantity is set to 3000 pairs if the initial quantity was
below 3000 pairs and the Purchase Order is created at Order moment O(x),
if lead time is feasible at the current order moment, but infeasible for the
next order moment.
𝐼𝐹 (𝐶𝑅𝐷(𝑖) − 𝑂(𝑥)) − 𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑑 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 < 2 𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑠 𝐴𝑁𝐷
15

∑ 𝑃𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟,𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) (𝑂(𝑥)) < 3000 𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑠 𝐴𝑁𝐷
𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒=5

𝐷𝑃 𝑎𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑠 𝑡𝑜 𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑠𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝑡𝑜 3000 𝑇𝐻𝐸𝑁
15

∑ 𝑃𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟,𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) (𝑂(𝑥)) = 3000
𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒=5

𝐸𝑁𝐷 𝐼𝐹

By applying this new method, a lower bound for the amount to order is provided to assure enough supply
of the right size to meet the expected demand in time. This means by following the size percentages from
Sales Order data at the current Order moment at least the equal percentage of that size is being bought.
The actual amount can be higher depending on the forecasted seasonal quantity.
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Chapter 5. Purchase Order cancelation
This chapter discusses the second important action that S&IP can take to improve the match between
supply and demand, which is Purchase Order cancelation. This considers the cancelation of complete
Purchase Orders not yet received. This means that after cancelation the Purchase Order quantity for that
specific Purchase Order equals 0. Other Purchase Orders for the same shoe style at different moments
remain unchanged. The current policy for the cancelation of Purchase Orders is explained and how this
can be modified to obtain a new policy, that aims to improve the current situation.

5.1.

Variables

The variables used in the PO cancelation heuristics are partially the same as the variables introduced
earlier, newly introduced variables are described below.
Variable
Cancelation cost per pair
Q
PO(style,color) (O(i))
SO(style,color) (O(i))

5.2.

Description
The total cancel cost per pair for approving Purchase Order
cancelation
Equilibrium where cancelation costs meet the cost involved of
not cancelling a Purchase Order
Purchase Order quantity of the Purchase Order created at Order
moment i but not yet received
Sales Order quantity of the Sales Order received at Order
moment i

Current Purchase Order cancelation policy

The purpose of cancelation of Purchase Orders is to correct the amount of shoes that Athletic Sportswear
ordered too much at the factory in an earlier stage. The current Purchase Cancelation policy can be
described with the following criteria:
-

Inventory on Hand of a style/color combination in DC > 1000 pairs
Shoe style/color combination will no longer be sold after the current season.
Only Purchase Orders created during the last 3 buys.
Cancelation only takes place if the total amount left on PO equals 0 or remains above the
production minimum.
Cancelation will be considered if cancel costs do not exceed 5 dollars per pair.

The costs involved in cancelation will be elaborated further in this paragraph. Cancelation will be
considered if cancel costs do not exceed 5 dollars per pair. This threshold value is based on the product
price margin, but detailed calculation cannot be provided due to confidentiality. The cancelation costs
depend on the amount of time that passed since the Purchase Order was created. The more time passes
the more likely it is that raw materials were ordered, or production has already been started. In both
cases, cancelation costs have to compensate the costs involved thus far. It is possible that no cancel costs
are involved in an early stage, and that cancelation of the purchase order goes without penalty.
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The cancel cost function is shown in Figure 20, where the first arrow indicates the start of production, the
second arrow indicates the point where the cancelation costs equal the production costs and cancelation
no longer makes sense, and the third arrow shows the customer delivery moment.
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Figure 20 The cancel cost function

No fixed order costs are involved. Cancel costs thresholds are set per pair of shoes, and it is possible that
smaller orders have equal or higher costs than larger orders, due to the fact that raw material costs can
be higher for smaller orders when raw material is left over and cannot be reused.

5.3.

Adjustments to the current Purchase Order cancelation policy

This paragraph discusses several adjustments that aim to improve the Purchase Order cancelation
process, optimizing cancelations and maximizing profit. These adjustments focus on simplifying the
current policy by eliminating some of the current criteria.
The cancelation of Purchase Orders created only during the last 3 buys is relaxed to the extent where
cancelation of basically every Purchase Order is possible, regardless of the creation date. It can be more
profitable to cancel a Purchase Order that was created earlier in time, that comes at a higher cost, in order
to prevent this amount ending up in inventory and remain unsold. This is determined by the equilibrium
between the costs of cancelling the Purchase Order and the costs involved in having the Purchase Order
being delivered while not being able to sell it to the customer. So, the cancel cost threshold principle itself
will not be changed, however the cancel cost is introduced as variable instead of fixed.
Currently, when cancelations are entered in the system, cancelation costs are requested and should be
approved by the manager. If released in the system before Friday afternoon, cancelations will be
processed during the weekend. In the new method Purchase Orders cancelation only take place at every
Order moment.
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5.4.

New Purchase Order cancelation policy

In this sub section the adjustments are translated into a new Purchase Order cancelation policy that can
be described with the following logic operating decision tree, which should be applied to determine if and
when to cancel a Purchase Order.
The Purchase Order cancelation policy can be described by the decision tree presented in Figure 21 on
the next page.
Q denotes the number of pairs of shoes when the costs of cancelling a Purchase Order determined with
the cancelation cost function equal the costs involved in having the Purchase Order as planned.
𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑄 𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑠 = 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑄 𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑠

(15)

Hereafter, each path in the decision tree, from the starting point to end point, is described with the
following structures.
Path 1

The quantity of the Purchase Order created at 𝑂(𝑖), where 𝑖 < 𝑥, remains
unchanged if the total Purchase Order quantity at 𝑂(𝑥) is lower than the total
Sales Order quantity for a shoe with a specific style and color.
𝑥−1

̂ (𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑜𝑛)(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟) (𝑂(𝑥)) 𝑇𝐻𝐸𝑁
𝐼𝐹 ∑ 𝑃𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟) (𝑂(𝑥)) < 𝐷
𝑖=1

𝑃𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟) (𝑂(𝑖)) = 𝑃𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟) (𝑂(𝑖)); ∀𝑖 = 1, … 𝑥 − 1
𝐸𝑁𝐷 𝐼𝐹
Path 2

If the total Purchase Order quantity at Order moment O(x) is larger than the total
Sales Order quantity received until that Order moment, but the difference is
smaller than Q, all Purchase Orders remain unchanged.
𝑥−1

̂ (𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑜𝑛)(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟) (𝑂(𝑥)) 𝐴𝑁𝐷
𝐼𝐹 ∑ 𝑃𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟) (𝑂(𝑥)) > 𝐷
𝑖=1
𝑥−1

̂ (𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑜𝑛)(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟) (𝑂(𝑥))) ≤ 𝑄 𝑇𝐻𝐸𝑁
(∑ 𝑃𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟) (𝑂(𝑥)) − 𝐷
𝑖=1

𝑃𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟) (𝑂(𝑖)) = 𝑃𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟) (𝑂(𝑖)); ∀𝑖 = 1, … 𝑥 − 1
𝐸𝑁𝐷 𝐼𝐹
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Path 3

In case the difference between the total Purchase Order quantity and the total
Sales Order quantity is larger than Q, and the quantity of the Purchase Order
created at moment 𝑂(𝑖) is larger than the quantity of the Order created at
moment 𝑂(𝑖 + 𝑗), then the Purchase Order created at moment 𝑂(𝑖) is cancelled.
𝑥−1

̂ (𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑜𝑛)(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟) (𝑂(𝑥)) 𝐴𝑁𝐷
𝐼𝐹 ∑ 𝑃𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟) (𝑂(𝑥)) > 𝐷
𝑖=1
𝑥−1

̂ (𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑜𝑛)(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟) (𝑂(𝑥))) > 𝑄 𝐴𝑁𝐷
(∑ 𝑃𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟) (𝑂(𝑥)) − 𝐷
𝑖=1

𝑃𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟) (𝑂(𝑖)) > 𝑃𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟) (𝑂(𝑖 + 𝑗)) 𝑇𝐻𝐸𝑁
𝑃𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟) (𝑂(𝑖)) = 0; ∀𝑖 = 1, … 𝑥 − 1
𝐸𝑁𝐷 𝐼𝐹
Path 4

In case the difference is larger than Q, and the quantity of the Purchase Order
created at moment 𝑂(𝑖 + 𝑗) is larger than the quantity of the Order created at
moment 𝑂(𝑖), then the Purchase Order created at moment 𝑂(𝑖 + 𝑗) is cancelled.
However, if all previous Purchase Orders are of the same amount, the Purchase
order with minimal costs involved is cancelled.
𝑥−1

̂ (𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑜𝑛)(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟) (𝑂(𝑥)) 𝐴𝑁𝐷
𝐼𝐹 ∑ 𝑃𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟) (𝑂(𝑥)) > 𝐷
𝑖=1
𝑥−1

̂ (𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑜𝑛)(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟) (𝑂(𝑥))) > 𝑄 𝐴𝑁𝐷
(∑ 𝑃𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟) (𝑂(𝑥)) − 𝐷
𝑖=1

𝑃𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟) (𝑂(𝑖)) < 𝑃𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟) (𝑂(𝑖 + 𝑗)) 𝑇𝐻𝐸𝑁
𝑃𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟) (𝑂(𝑖 + 𝑗)) = 0; ∀𝑖 = 1, … 𝑥 − 1
𝐸𝐿𝑆𝐸 𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑙 𝑃𝑂 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠 𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑣𝑒𝑑
𝐸𝑁𝐷 𝐼𝐹
This new method allows Purchase Order cancelation at every possible Order moment. Moreover, older
Purchase Orders are allowed to be cancelled if this minimizes costs involved. With these changes the
amount of Purchase Order cancelations required to maximize profit is determined.
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Figure 21 Decision tree PO cancelation
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Chapter 6. Purchase Order changes
This chapter considers the third action S&IP can take to correct earlier Purchase Orders. It considers
changes to Purchase Orders, including changing order quantities between sizes or changing order quantity
for one specific size, called a partial cancelation.
This means for the first case; the total PO quantities will not change. Cancelation costs can be defined in
terms of workload since it requires S&IP employees to handle the Purchase Order change request.
Cancelation costs in terms of raw materials required for production is assumed negligible.
In the latter case, it can be interpreted as a cancelation, however the Purchase Order quantity is decreased
to a certain amount which is not zero. The costs involved for these changes are requested at the factory
and follow a similar distribution as presented in Figure 20.

6.1.

Variables

Only one new variable is introduced for describing the Purchase Order change policy.
Variable
PO(style,color,size) (O(i))
POchange(style,color,size) (O(x))
SO(style,color,size) (O(i))

6.2.

Description
Purchase Order quantity of a Purchase Order created at Order
moment i but not yet received
The composition of the Purchase Order change at Order moment
x
Sales Order quantity of a Sales Order received before an Order
moment i

Adjustments to the current Purchase Order change policy

The Purchase Order change policy is mostly kept as is. However, in the new method a strict distinction
exists between a complete cancelation, dealt with in the previous chapter, and a partial cancelation,
considered a Purchase Order change from this moment on. In the next two paragraphs the Purchase Order
change policy is explained in detail. First for Purchase Order changes between sizes. Second for Purchase
Order changes on one size.
Assumptions
-

It is assumed that the PO quantity cannot drop below 3000 units after a Purchase Order change.

6.3.

Purchase Order change between sizes policy

The logic operating decision tree on the next page should be applied to determine if and how much should
be changed between sizes on a Purchase Order created at a certain order moment.
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Figure 22 Decision tree PO change between sizes
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The decision tree for Purchase Order changes between sizes follows three possible paths:
Path 1

If no discrepancies exist between the Sales Orders quantity received for a size
and the Purchase Order quantity created for that size until Order moment x, no
Purchase Order changes are made.
𝑥−1

𝑥

𝐼𝐹 ∑ 𝑃𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟,𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) (𝑂(𝑥)) ≠ ∑ 𝑆𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟,𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) (𝑂(𝑥)) 𝑇𝐻𝐸𝑁
𝑖=1

𝑖=1

𝑃𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟,𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) (𝑂(𝑖)) = 𝑃𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟,𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) (𝑂(𝑖));
∀𝑖 = 1, … 𝑥 − 1, ∀𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑠 5, … ,15
𝐸𝑁𝐷 𝐼𝐹
For Paths 2 and 3, the Purchase Orders are corrected with a Change. This Change is the difference between
the Purchase Order quantity of a size and the Sales Order quantity of the same size.
Path 2

If a discrepancy exists between the Sales Order quantity received for a size and
the Purchase Order quantity created for that size until Order moment x, and the
Purchase Order quantity is larger than the Sales Order quantity, the Purchase
Order quantity is corrected with a change to match the Sales Order quantity.
𝑥−1

𝑥

𝐼𝐹 ∑ 𝑃𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟,𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) (𝑂(𝑥)) ≠ ∑ 𝑆𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟,𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) (𝑂(𝑥)) 𝐴𝑁𝐷
𝑖=1

𝑖=1

𝑥−1

𝑥

∑ 𝑃𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟,𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) (𝑂(𝑥)) > ∑ 𝑆𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟,𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) (𝑂(𝑥)) 𝑇𝐻𝐸𝑁
𝑖=1

𝑖=1

𝑃𝑂𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟,𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) (𝑂(𝑥))
= 𝑃𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟,𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) (𝑂(𝑖)) − 𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟,𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) ;
∀𝑖 = 1, … 𝑥 − 1, ∀𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑠 5, … ,15
𝐸𝑁𝐷 𝐼𝐹
Path 3

If a discrepancy exists between the Sales Order quantity received for a size and
the Purchase Order quantity created for that size until Order moment x, and the
Purchase Order quantity is larger than the Sales Order quantity, the Purchase
Order quantity is corrected with a change to match the Sales Order quantity.
𝑥−1

𝑥

𝐼𝐹 ∑ 𝑃𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟,𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) (𝑂(𝑥)) ≠ ∑ 𝑆𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟,𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) (𝑂(𝑥)) 𝐴𝑁𝐷
𝑖=1

𝑖=1

𝑥−1

𝑥

∑ 𝑃𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟,𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) (𝑂(𝑥)) < ∑ 𝑆𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟,𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) (𝑂(𝑥)) 𝑇𝐻𝐸𝑁
𝑖=1

𝑖=1

𝑃𝑂𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟,𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) (𝑂(𝑥))
= 𝑃𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟,𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) (𝑂(𝑖)) + 𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟,𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) ;
∀𝑖 = 1, … 𝑥 − 1, ∀𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑠 5, … ,15
𝐸𝑁𝐷 𝐼𝐹
When making Purchase Order changes between sizes, the Total Purchase Order quantity remains the
same. Only quantities at size level are exchanged. Therefore, no additional check is required to see if the
total quantity remains above the production minimum of 3000 pairs of shoes.
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6.4.

Purchase Order change on sizes policy

The logic operating decision tree on the next page should be applied to determine if and how much should
be changed of a size on a Purchase Order created at a certain order moment.
Path 1

If the quantity on Purchase Orders created for a size is not larger than the Sales
Orders quantity received for a size until Order moment x, no Purchase Order
changes are made.
𝑥−1

𝑥

𝐼𝐹 ∑ 𝑃𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟,𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) (𝑂(𝑥)) > ∑ 𝑆𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟,𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) (𝑂(𝑥)) 𝑇𝐻𝐸𝑁
𝑖=1

𝑖=1

𝑃𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟,𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) (𝑂(𝑖)) = 𝑃𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟,𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) (𝑂(𝑖));
∀𝑖 = 1, … 𝑥 − 1, ∀𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑠 5, … ,15
𝐸𝑁𝐷 𝐼𝐹
For Paths 2 and 3, the Purchase Orders changes should be checked for remaining above the production
minimum of 3000 pairs of shoes after changing the Purchase Order quantity of a size.
Path 2

If the quantity on Purchase Orders created for a size is larger than the Sales
Orders quantity received for a size until Order moment x, but the Purchase Order
quantity does not remain above the production minimum after a Purchase Order
change, no Purchase Order changes are made.
𝑥−1

𝑥

𝐼𝐹 ∑ 𝑃𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟,𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) (𝑂(𝑥)) > ∑ 𝑆𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟,𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) (𝑂(𝑥)) 𝐴𝑁𝐷
𝑖=1

𝑖=1

15

∑ 𝑃𝑂𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟,𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) (𝑂(𝑥)) < 3000 𝑇𝐻𝐸𝑁
𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒=5

Path 3

𝑃𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟,𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) (𝑂(𝑖)) = 𝑃𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟,𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) (𝑂(𝑖));
∀𝑖 = 1, … 𝑥 − 1, ∀𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑠 5, … ,15
𝐸𝑁𝐷 𝐼𝐹
If the quantity on Purchase Orders created for a size is larger than the Sales
Orders quantity received for a size until Order moment x, and the Purchase Order
quantity does remains above the production minimum after a Purchase Order
change, then the Purchase Order quantity is changed to match with the Sales
Order quantity.
𝑥−1

𝑥

𝐼𝐹 ∑ 𝑃𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟,𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) (𝑂(𝑥)) > ∑ 𝑆𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟,𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) (𝑂(𝑥)) 𝐴𝑁𝐷
𝑖=1

𝑖=1

15

∑ 𝑃𝑂𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟,𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) (𝑂(𝑥)) ≥ 3000 𝑇𝐻𝐸𝑁
𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒=5

𝑃𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟,𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) (𝑂(𝑖)) = 𝑆𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟,𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) (𝑂(𝑥));
∀𝑖 = 1, … 𝑥 − 1, ∀𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑠 5, … ,15
𝐸𝑁𝐷 𝐼𝐹
Only Purchase Orders that were not taken into production yet remain open for Purchase Order changes.
From these Purchase Orders the newest Purchase Orders is changed first and if necessary, additional
Purchase Orders are changed until the required change is achieved. By applying this Purchase Order
change policy, it is possible to distinct partial Purchase Order cancelations from complete cancelations
and tread them as such.
[41]

Figure 23 Decision tree PO change on size
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Chapter 7. Evaluation of the new policies
This chapter discusses how the adjustments to the different Purchase Order policies perform and how the
results can be interpreted.

7.1.

Tool input

The new policies are implemented in the tool as explained in appendix B. This tool is used to recreate the
ordering process for season Fall 17. The input for the evaluation includes Purchase Order and Sales Order
data that was collected for the Men’s Sport category during this season.
Additionally, total Seasonal Demand Forecasts are required to calculate the Purchase Order quantity to
create. These Forecasts are provided to S&IP by DP and can be found in the Buy Review File.
The inventory on hand position is not continuously tracked and therefore real time data is not available
as input for the tool. Instead randomized inventory positions were created to provide an example of how
the tool performs in a similar situation. For comparing the current and new Purchase Order policies the
actual amount of inventory on hand is equal as input for the current and new policy, therefore would
cause equal fluctuations in the final result, based on equation (7).
Moreover, Purchase Order cancelation costs cannot be calculated upfront and are always situation
dependent. The factories inform S&IP of the costs as soon as a cancelation is requested. Therefore, the
available cancelation cost information was used to randomize cost indications for when cancelation was
considered by the tool, in order to make a trade-off in if to cancel Purchase Orders and if so which
Purchase Order was most economical. Unfortunately, no data was available on customer Order
cancelations, it should be investigated how these cancelations affect the results obtained discussed in the
next paragraphs.

7.2.

Evaluation

For both the current and new policies the same calculations are made to come up with the results. The
follow steps were executed, for each Order Moment:
Step 1. Calculate Purchase Order quantity to create at style/color level for each combination using
formula (7).
Step 2. Calculate and compare the size percentages. Current method uses the size curve from DP. New
method uses the size curve calculated from Sales Orders and is updated as more Sales Orders are
received.
Step 3. Compare Purchase Order quantities to create for each method.
Step 4. Add the Purchase Order quantities to create to the prior Purchase Order quantities.
Step 5. Deduct all Purchase Order cancelations and process Purchase Order changes.
Finally, to compare the end of season results:
Step 6. Compare the end of season Purchase Order quantities for each method.
Step 7. Compare the end of season Purchase Order quantities with the end of season Sales Order
quantities.
[43]

7.3.

Results

Considering the purpose of the tool, which is aiming to improve supply and demand match, the following
results can be drawn.
Size percentages
The main adjustment for the Purchase Order creation policy aimed at improving the size percentages used
to bring the Purchase Order quantities at style/color level down to size level. In the current method this
percentage was obtained from the size curve tool and setup in the system by DP. In the new method the
size percentage are calculated by using the Sales Order data obtained at OED1, 2 and 3. This data is
disregarded in the current method and only used at specific request from S&IP, after which Demand
Planning updates the size curve.
In the graph below, the current size percentages are depicted against the new size percentages. This
considers the average size percentage of both the Mens Core Sport and Mens Tech Sport sub categories.
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Figure 24 Size % comparison

When looking at the size percentages obtained in the new method a slight shift upwards right can be
noticed. This means that slightly more of the centre sizes are ordered, as well as an extra amount of the
right tail sizes. The smallest sizes are ordered less compared to the size curve of DP.
Overall this new size percentage aims to track the actual customer demand at size level more closely. This
is achieved by looking the real time customer order data and setting up a unique size curve for each
specific shoe style and color combination, while the current size percentage represents a general size
curve for roughly each sub category.

Purchase Orders
[44]

From equation (7) it can be concluded that for both policies, new and current, the calculation method to
obtain the Purchase Orders to create is similar. However, when multiplying the Purchase Order to create
quantity at style/color level with the newly calculated size percentages, the result is a different quantity
for each size. The outcome of applying equation (10). To compare the Purchase Orders to create
quantities from both methods it is checked in how many occasions the new method resulted in a higher
or lower Purchase Order quantity. The result is presented below.
Situation
NEW PO qty > CURRENT PO qty
NEW PO qty < CURRENT PO qty

Occurrences
761
934

Figure 25 Purchase Order to create quantity comparison

Supply Demand match
The aim of the tool is to improve the supply and demand match, which means in Athletic Sportswear’s
case the match between the total Purchase Order quantity and the total Sales Order quantity. After
running the tool, the end of season quantities for both variables from the current policies can be
compared to the new policies. The actual end of season Sales Order quantity is available at size level. The
end of season Purchase Order quantity was obtained by adding the Purchase Orders to create to the
Purchase Order quantities as provided as input to the tool at OED1 and subtracting all Purchase Order
cancelation and Purchase Order changes during the subsequent ordering moments. In order to compare
the performance of both methods it is checked in how many occasions the method resulted in a higher
end of season Purchase Order quantity than the Sales Order quantity, what would mean excess inventory.
The same was checked for when the result was lower, what would mean lost sales. The results are
presented below.
Situation current policies
Total Seasonal PO qty > Total Seasonal SO qty
Total Seasonal PO qty < Total Seasonal SO qty

Occurrences
2319
1330

Situation new policies
Total Seasonal PO qty > Total Seasonal SO qty
Total Seasonal PO qty < Total Seasonal SO qty

Occurrences
2019
1334

Figure 26 End of season quantity comparison

When comparing these numbers, the new policy shows some improvement on closer matching the actual
demand. In fact, the surplus or excess inventory is reduced in the new policy compared to the current
policy. While it happened slightly more often not enough supply was realized to meet the actual demand.
An overall idea of the results of the demand supply match can also be presented graphically. By plotting
the end of season Sales Orders quantities against the total Purchase Order quantities, a preliminary
conclusion of the performance of the new Purchase Order policies can be drawn.

[45]

In the graph below the end of season results are presented for the current policy.
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Figure 27 End of season results current policy

When looked more in depth, the Purchase Order line tracks the Sales order line closely. The largest
deviations can be observed in sizes 8 till 9. In total the difference between the end of season quantities is
roughly 60K pairs of shoes. Considering 3M pairs of shoes bought in total for the Men’s Sport category it
is a marginal 2% deviation.
In the figure below the same results are presented, in this case for the new policy.
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Figure 28 End of season results new policy

Again, very subtle deviations are noticeable when comparing the Purchase Order line to the Sales Order
line. The largest fluctuations lie on the range from sizes 8 to 10. Here the total Seasonal Purchase Order
quantity appeared to be insufficient to meet all the demand.
[46]

However, this was a minor deviation of 275K pairs of shoes. In total 2.7M pairs were ordered for the
Men’s Sport category, what would mean a deviation of just 0.01%.

7.4.

Impact of Seasonal Demand Forecast provided by DP

In order to answer the last sub research, question the impact of the Seasonal Demand Forecast as
provided by Demand Planning and used as input for the tool is analysed. By manually adjusting the
Seasonal Forecast Demand Forecast towards the actual end of season Sales Orders a slight improved was
obtained for the Supply Demand match. The most important goal for Demand Planning is to accurately
predict the customer demand for the season. When they are able to achieve this, automatically more
Purchase Orders with higher quantities were created if demand was underestimated. And more Purchase
Orders with lower quantities, in the reversed case.
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Chapter 8. Conclusion and recommendations
8.1.

Conclusion

The aim of this chapter is answering the research question as stated initially in chapter 2 of this report.
Moreover, to provide a general conclusion on the findings of the research.
Answering the research questions
First each of the underlying research questions is answered before concluding the report with the answer
on the main research question:
“How can S&IP increase customer order fulfilment compared to the current situation by improving
purchase order policies after OED1 while maximizing profit?”
To map the current situation on how S&IP operates and find room for improvement the first sub question
was answered:
(1) “How does S&IP currently fulfil customer demand?”
Purchase Order creation
In order to determine the planned to buy quantity S&IP uses the input from DP. The Purchase Order that
still need to be created after OED1, is the planned to buy quantity, calculated with the following formula.
𝑃𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟) (𝑂(𝑥))
̂ (𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑜𝑛)(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟) (𝑂(𝑥)) − 𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑛 𝑃𝑂(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟) (𝑂(𝑥))
=𝐷
− 𝐼𝑛𝑣. 𝑜𝑛 𝐻𝑎𝑛𝑑(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒,𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟) (𝑂(𝑥)); ∀(𝑠𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑒, 𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟), ∀𝑂(𝑥) 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑥 = 1, … ,8
To determine which size of each style and color to order, the Purchase Order at style/color level is
multiplied with the size curve provided by DP. This curve is set at the start of the season, based on sales
figures from the same season last year. The curve is only updated specifically on request, when S&IP
receives information that the curve is no longer representative.
Purchase Order cancelation
A Purchase Order is considered for cancelation if the following criteria are met:
-

Inventory on Hand of a style/color combination in DC > 1000 pairs
Shoe style/color combination will no longer be sold after the current season.
Only Purchase Orders created during the last 3 buys
Cancelation only takes place if the total amount left on PO equals 0 or remains above the
production minimum.
Cancelation will be considered if cancel costs do not exceed 5 dollars per pair.

Timing of Purchase Order policies
Plan Just in Time determined by minimum lead time of material and factory capacity. The Just in Time
planning assures that products are not being held in inventory for unnecessary amount of time.
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To assess the performance of the current situation the second sub question arose:
(2) “How does S&IP currently perform according to the present Key Performance indicators?”
Two KPI’s were identified as important for the current performance and considered suitable as
measurements for the performance of the new policies
Coverage
This measure describes how well supply meets up with the demand. The Athletic Sportswear wide target
set for coverage on time is MAD (in DC) + 7 days = 95%. For Men’s Sport in the Fall ’17 season the MAD
coverage appeared to be 86% and at MAD + 7 it was 94%. This score is very close to its target but since
Athletic Sportswear always wants to win, the management still sees this as an opportunity to reach the
target.
Purchase Order cancelations
Purchase Order cancelations imply additional costs in monetary terms and in workload. During Fall ’17 for
Men’s Sport 16 POs were cancelled at a total cost of 187k dollar.
The aim of the research lies at trying to improve the current situation. Therefore, the following third sub
question was formulated:
(3) “What can S&IP do to improve customer order fulfilment compared to the current situation?”
How S&IP can improve the customer order fulfilment was investigated in the evaluation of the new policy
compared to the current policies. Although no vast improvements were made, indeed some marginal
steps closer to a perfect supply demand match were realized. This could be obtained by using the Sales
Order data that is available to the S&IP department directly after OED1. The excess inventory can be
reduced in the new policy compared to the current policy, with a small increase in lost sales. After applying
the new Purchase Order policy, a coverage of 98% was realized. This analysis was performed for just one
Athletic Sportswear product sub category, namely Men’s Sport. Therefore, it is essential to reproduce
similar calculations for other sub categories to check if the usage of Sales Order data is applicable Athletic
Sportswear wide.
When comparing the results from both the current and the new situation a preliminary conclusion can be
drawn that this policy is suitable for improving customer order fulfilment and eventually maximizing
profit.
The fourth sub question was necessary to understand the influence of the input that S&IP receives when
this department starts operating:
(4) “What is the impact of the input provided by Demand Planning department on the results obtained by
S&IP?”
The quality of the input for the S&IP department is of high importance. If Demand Planning provides a
very poor Seasonal Demand Forecast, S&IP will have a difficult task in correcting their mistakes. Resulting
in more Purchase Order cancelations or Purchase Order creation that is carried out too late. When
adjusting the Seasonal Demand Forecast towards the actual Sales Order data, a better supply and demand
match was realized. To quantify the quality of the Forecasts provided by Demand Planning are more indepth research is required in their forecasting techniques.
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Additionally, the size curve DP provides to specify Purchase Orders to a size level are based on sales figures
from the same season last year. DP applies a size curve based on only four attributes. Using sales order
data to construct this size curve, a more accurate supply demand match was realized.
Conclusion of the research
The overall conclusion of the research is that the proposed Purchase Order policy adjustments lowered
the excess inventory at the cost of a slight increase in lost sales. These adjustments can be seen as a way
for S&IP to improve the customer order fulfilment after OED1 while maximizing profit since supply
matches closer with the demand. This conclusion is drawn upon the findings for the Men’s Sport category
and indicates possible improvements for other categories as well.

8.2.

Recommendations

In this chapter the recommendations based on the research are discussed. A distinction is made between
recommendations that Athletic Sportswear could implement directly with minor adaptations and
recommendations that require additional steps or research.
Direct recommendations
-

The main purpose of the research was to see if the Sales Order data that is currently disregarded,
could be used as input to better predict the sizes for the remaining demand. Real time Sales Order
data is more accurately reflecting the demanded sizes than sales data from the same season in
the previous year. It is an opportunity to use this data as it is readily available.

-

It would be of interest to express the improvement of the new method when trying to maximize
profit in monetary terms.
This is obtained by lowering the excess inventory, which means decreasing holding costs involved
and avoiding selling shoes at a discounted price. In order to accurately calculate the impact on
the profit additional information is required, including the costs involved in holding one pair of
shoes in the DC for a certain time span and the actual number of shoes that are sold in the Athletic
Sportswear factory store at which price. To calculate the effect of the small increase in lost sales
on the total profit, the product margin on a certain shoe is required. The margin is the profit that
could be made from selling a pair of shoes to a customer. This data was also unavailable.

-

The workload on the S&IP department was an additional area that should be improved. The new
tool lowers the amount of Purchase Order cancelations and therefore the workload involved in
carrying out these cancelations. However, it is hard to determine the amount of time saved. The
duration of the actions required to carry out the Purchase Order cancelation process is unknown.
These actions include requesting cancelations, receiving cost indications for factories, getting
approval from managers, and carrying out the cancelation. No records are kept that store such
information.

Recommendations with additional research
-

Investigate other product categories than Men’s Sport. The results obtained in the research focus
on one product sub category, whereas the company has many different categories. Achieving
supply and demand match can be a greater challenge for some categories than others, such as
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the basketball category. Due to very irregular size ranges, the proposed Purchase Order policies
may not apply to all categories across Athletic Sportswear.
-

Investigate same principles for the Apparel division. Many rules or approaches are exchanged
between the Apparel and Footwear division within Athletic Sportswear. Both face different
challenges when it comes down to matching supply with demand. Within this research new
policies were developed for the Footwear division. It can be of great value to see how these
policies perform within the Apparel division and might trigger a change there as well.
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Glossary
Term
Assortment Finalization
Available-To-Promise
Blind Buy
Booking
Built-Early

Built-Late

Buying accuracy
Cancelations
Capacity
Carry-Over
Close-Out Inventory
Common Planning File
Consolidator
Consumer
Consumer Direct Offence

Coverage
Customer
Customer Request Date
Demand Planning
Demand Supply Match
Direct Shipment

Distribution Center
Done Buying Date
Early Price Reduction
First Offer Date

Definition
Moment in the planning where the Merchandise department decides on the
assortment for the upcoming season.
Materials that are in stock or have been ordered and are being shipped to
DC.
Purchase Orders placed at the factory to cover future, still unknown,
demand due to lead time or factory capacity constraints.
A customer order
A process used to resolve demand/supply constraints that allows demand
to consume capacity in an earlier time bucket than would be ideally
consumed. This is only used when a capacity constraint is encountered.
A process used to resolve demand/supply constraints that allows demand
to consume capacity in a later time bucket than would be ideally consumed.
This is only used when a capacity constraint is encountered and Build Early
cannot locate available capacity.
Measure for how well the supply matches with the demand.
The futures orders that are cancelled before delivery.
The number of product units that can be produced at a Factory within a
given period of time.
Products that will be continued to be offered from one season to the next.
Outdated materials sold in NFSs at a discounted price.
Use by Demand Planners to store demand forecast and keep track of the
customer bookings.
Shipping company that combines and sends Athletic Sportswear orders in
one large shipment.
A person who buys a Athletic Sportswear product in a store
A new company alignment that allows Athletic Sportswear to better serve
the consumer personally, but at a large scale. Leveraging the power of
digital, Athletic Sportswear will drive growth by accelerating innovation and
product creation, moving even closer to the consumer.
Indication of how well current demand, i.e. sales orders, is covered by
supply, i.e. open purchase orders and on hand inventory.
Considers a retailing customer buying from Athletic Sportswear.
Goods delivery date at the customer.
Series of activities iterated across time to predict future demand and timely
respond to market signals
Balance forecast with demand.
A Athletic Sportswear fulfilment Distribution Method where the Customer
demand is fulfilled by supply that is shipped from an origin factory or
consolidator and shipment to the final destination.
Shipment takes place through the Distribution Center, where inventory is
kept or repacked and send to customers.
Date after which Buy Plans are prevented from being created.
Offering discount to clear out inventory before going into close-out.
When the product is offered in store.
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Fly Knit

Forecast
Fringe Size
Full Price
Futures Orders

Geo
Goods at Consolidator

Material
Material Availability Date
Merch MAN X
Athletic Sportswear Factory
Store
Order Entry Deadline
Period Distribution Profile
Product Engine
Purchase Order
Re-Buy
Silhouette
Size Curve
This Year/Last Year
Unit

A precision-engineered stitch by stitch to create targeted zones of stretch
and support for adaptive performance. No product waste is involved
because the threat is simply cut off at the end of the stitching process.
Prediction of future demand
Sizes on the outer parts of the size range, meaning very small or very large
sizes.
Materials that sell for the price that was stated on the moment of release.
The orders placed in advance that provides the customer with certain
guarantees and which are scheduled for being bought in upcoming buy
weeks.
One of the geographic locations: North America; Europe, Middle East and
Africa; Greater China and Asia Pacific and Latin America.
A Factory updates the Goods at Consolidator date to reflect the most current
visibility to when the goods will be located at the consolidator in the
distribution channel.
Product with a style and color.
Date when a product needs to be in DC in order to be shipped in time to
meet the Customer Request Date.
Next generation of a software tool used for production line planning and
merchandising.
Athletic Sportswear retail locations that sell discounted, overstocked, end of
season or past season product.
Due date for customers to place their order.
Is set by each demand stream to spread monthly unconsumed demand
plans.
One of the three main categories: Apparel, Equipment, or Footwear.
Orders placed by Athletic Sportswear at the factory.
Buy materials again that have been bought previously.
Shape of the material, for apparel hoodies or pants for example.
Disaggregation ratio of the forecasted demand
Comparison of the result between This Year's and Last Year's sale season;
most generally used as a growth term.
Product, for footwear a pair of shoes.
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Appendix A

Analysis Problem Statement

The analysis in the problem statement was made by combining two important files for S&IP, e.g. the Buy
Review File (BRF) and the Purchase Order cancelation (PO cxl) file. The Buy Review File contains data about
how much Purchase Orders of each shoe were created until then, what is ordered by customers so far,
and what is going to be ordered by Athletic Sportswear in the upcoming Order moments. The PO
cancelation file shows all Athletic Sportswear cancelation requests, the estimated cancel costs involved,
and the approval status. To perform this analysis for Fall ’17, the forecast snapshot at GTM and F3 were
taken at, respectively 31 October 2016 and 2 March 2017. To check if Athletic Sportswear bought enough
shoes to match the customer demand, another snapshot of the total Purchase Orders was taken at F3
plus one month, on 1 May 2017, when all Sales Orders have been receieved. Then the forecast at GTM
and F3 are compared and if the forecast was adjusted in the right direction to match with the bookings,
the total Purchase Order amount should have done the same. As explained, if the total Purchase Order
amount exceeded the forecast, there was extra PO due to either customer cancelations or additional buys
due to sizing issues. Then the bookings at F3, the last order moment for customers, were compared to the
total Purchase Orders at F3 plus one month. The difference between both results in lost sales when
Purchase Order was below Sales Order, defined as
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑃𝑢𝑟𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑂𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟 𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑎𝑡 𝐹3 𝑝𝑙𝑢𝑠 1 𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ − 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑂𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑠 𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦 < 0
and excess inventory when the other way around as follows:
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑃𝑢𝑟𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑂𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟 𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑎𝑡 𝐹3 𝑝𝑙𝑢𝑠 1 𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ − 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑂𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑠 𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦 > 0
Combined with the minimum lead time of materials and the average wholesale price, a lower and upper
bound for the lost sales cost could be calculated.
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Appendix B

Tool

In this appendix, the proposed new tool for S&IP that should help Athletic Sportswear fulfil the sales
orders after OED1 at the lowest possible cost is discussed. One of Athletic Sportswear’s mottos is: simplify
and go! The solution should be simple. S&IP and PAs must be willing to recognise the solution as an
improvement and be able to use it.
Together with the problem stakeholders, which are S&IP and PA, the requirements for the have been
defined. Also, the software used, the number of features to implement, calculation time, and Athletic
Sportswear’s ability to maintain the tool are considered.
A more detailed description of the functionalities of the tool is provided below.

Figure 29 Proposed functionalities of the tool

The tool takes the input specified in the left column and based on this it generates warnings and highlights
issues if encountered. This input is considered fixed and provided as such to the S&IP department. The
tool should then use the additional knowledge that Demand Planning did not have when delivering the
input, to come up with an output that consists of suggestions to act on these warnings. It considers what
is already bought, and what still needs to be bought and when, to fulfil the remaining sales orders at the
lowest cost possible.
Input
1. DP provides the demand forecast at size level, which is used to determine how much to buy of a
style/color combination.
2. The size curve provided by DP is created with a size curve tool.
3. Sales Orders placed by customers at OED1 equal usually around 80 percent of the total volume
for the season.
4. Athletic Sportswear already placed Purchase Orders before OED1.
5. Considers the Available to Promise inventory and is subtracted from the required amount to buy.
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Tool in scope
6. This determines the number of products that still need to be bought to meet the remaining
customer demand, and when.
7. Check if too much was ordered blind and if these orders require cancelation.
8. Check if POs need size adjustments or cancelations to prevent size discrepancies.
9. If the forecast at size level has a irregular spread, for example on very few sizes, then a warning
should trigger comparing this size curve to a corrected size curve.
10. If sales orders placed at OED1, only consider size ranges from 6 to 12, and the system is planning
to buy range 6 to 15 as was bought for OED1, then a warning should be given to avoid buying sizes
12 to 15. This can be compared by calculating the difference between the number of sizes in the
size range.
11. If a style/color combination has a high amount of planned to buy and this is caused by missing
sizes a highlight should trigger a check on this quantity. It might not be necessary to the entire
size range but rather buy the missing sizes only to prevent excess inventory.
𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑡𝑜 𝑏𝑢𝑦 > 𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝑎𝑡 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 − (𝐷𝐶 𝑃𝑂𝑠 + 𝐷𝑅𝑆 𝑃𝑂𝑠)
12. If DRS split is not possible out of the DC orders, a check is required to discover the true reason,
and only supply the missing sizes. Also, check for DRS overconsumption to prevent double
ordering. DRS overconsumption when:
𝐷𝑅𝑆 𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑠 − 𝐷𝑅𝑆 𝑃𝑂 > 0 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑂𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑 > 100%
13. The sales orders reflect how customers are ordering and what sizes are required.
Output
14. Tells how much POs need to be created and when to cover unfulfilled demand.
15. Tells how much POs need to be cancelled and when.
16. Tells which POs need adjustments, and how and when.
17. Suggests what needs to be done according the warnings provided.
Tool out of scope
These are left out of scope since they are already being partially performed or are not relevant enough.
18. Not relevant since this only considers products that are too unsafe to be sold. Are face other
defects from the production process.
19. This considers mostly correcting blind buy quantities, which is also covered by PO cancelation.
20. PO creation should be avoided if there is no demand for it.
21. The system is built in such a way that it should consider Inventory on Hand.
Threshold values for warnings or highlight should still be defined in cooperation with the problem
stakeholders and future users of the tool. The tool should enable S&IP to act more proactively, instead of
reactively, to solve coverage issues or excess inventory and therefore increase the buying accuracy.
Moreover, it helps to reduce manual actions and the workload on the department.
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Appendix C

Blind Buy and Size Curve tasks

This appendix shows when on the planning horizon the tasks considering blind buys and size curves are
carried out. On the time line below, with similar milestones as in Figure 8 on page 9, the planning window
of the season preparation from the very beginning until the product is offered in store is presented.
Numbers are in weeks and are counting down from left to right as time progresses. The product is offered
in store on the 1st offer date.

Figure 30 Blind buy and size curve on planning horizon

This figure shows that from 41 weeks before offering in store the blind buy plan and size curve setup are
realized and actions take place. The initial creation of the size curve is Demand Planning responsibility.
Size curve ownership shifts towards Purchasing as soon as the Go to Market(GTM) meeting takes place,
this means after 31 weeks. From 24 weeks till first offer date the Purchase Analysts are responsible for
the size curves.
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Appendix D

Order Entry Deadlines Fall17

This appendix illustrates how the delivery in the selling season weeks are accumulated in months. Each
Customer Request Date (CRD) determines the desired JIT planning for delivery. Important deadlines for
are presented for season Fall 17. In dark green the Order Entry Deadlines (OED) for EMEA and in grey the
deadlines for Athletic Sportswear global.

Figure 31 Important deadlines for Season Fall17

In case for footwear Men’s Sport, the third row and left columns should be considered as Order Entry
Deadlines and for which Customer Request Date delivery month they are being ordered. The OED1, 2 and
3 lie respectively 24, 20 and 16 weeks before the offer date.
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